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1. INTRODUCTION

Let S be a smooth projective surface over the complex numbers and let Cl E H 2 (S,7l) and

C2 E H 4 (S,7l) be two classes. For an ample divisor H on S, one can study the moduli space

M H (Cl, C2) of H -semistable torsion-free sheaves E on 5 of rank 2 with Cl (E) =Cl and C2 (E) =C2.

\Ve want to study the change of MH(Cl' C2) under variation of H. It is known that the ample cone of

5 has achamber structure, and that M H (Cl, C2) depends on1y on the chamber containing H. In this

article we will try to understand how J\1H(CI, C2) changes, when H passes through a wall separating

two chambers. The set-theoretic changes of the subspace consisting of locally free sheaves and of

MH(CI, C2) have been treated in [Ql] and [Göl] respectively. \Ve show that the change of the mocluli

space when H passes through a wall, can be expressed as a sequence of operations similar to a flip.

In fact the moduli spaces at each step can be identified as moduli spaces of torsion-free sheaves with

a suitable parabolic structure of length 1. We assume that either the geometric genus Pg(S) is 0

or that K s is trivial. \Ve ahall also make suitable hypotheses on the wall, aod walls fulfilling this

condition we call good. This assumption is reasonably weak if the Kodaira dimension of S is at most

0, but gets stronger if e.g.! 5 is of general type. When the polarization passes through a good wall,

each of the steps above is realized by a smooth blow-up along a projective bundle over a product

of Hilbert schemes of points on 5, followed by a smooth blow-down of the exceptional divisor in

another direction.

The change of moduli spaces ean be viewed as a change of GIT quotients, treated in [Th2] and

[D-H]. These results could in principle be applicable, although it would still take quite some work

to da so. We have however chosen a more direct approach via elementary transforms of universal

families, which is more in the spirit of [Thl], and which also immediately gives the change of the

universal sheaves needed for the computation of Donaldson invariants.

In the case that Ks is trivial, i.e., 5 is an abelian or a K3 surface, we see that the change of

AJH (C 1, C2), w hen H passes through a wall, ia giyen by elementary transformations of symplectic

varieties.

In the case that pg(5) = q(5) ::::; °we use these results in order to eomplite the change of the

Donaldson polynomials under change of polarisation. The Donaldson polynomials of a CCQ-manifold

M of dimension 4 are defined using a Riemannian metric on 5, bu tin case b+(A1) > 1 they are
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known to be independent of the metric, as long as it is generic. In case b+(.I\1) = 1, (which for an

algebraic surface S corresponds to pg(5) =0), the invariants have been introduced and studied by

Kotschick in [Ko]. In [K-IvI] Kotschick and Morgan show that the invariants onIy depend on the

chamber of the period point of the metric in the positive cone of H 2 (lvl,1R). They also compute the

lowest order term of the change and conjecture the shape of a formula for the change.

The case we are studying corresponds to .1\1 being an algebraic surface 5 with pg(5) = q(5) =0

and a walllying in the ample cone, in addition we assurne that the wall is good.

In a first step we compute the change of the Donaldson invariants in terms of natural cohomology

dasses on Hilbert schemes of points on Sand then we use some computations in the cohomology

rings of these Hilbert schemes to determine the six lowest order terms of the change of the Donaldson

invariants explicitly. The results are compatible with the conjecture of [K-rvI] (which in particular

predicts that three of the terms above are zero.

Parallelly and independently similar results to ours have been obtained by other authors. Matsuki

and \Ventworth show in [1\1- \V] that the change of moduli spaces of torsion-free sheaves of arbitrary

rank on a projective variety under change of polarisation can be described as a sequence of flips. In

[F-Q] Friedman and Qin obtain very similar results to ours.

2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL

In this paper let 5 be a projective sluface over C. By the Neron-Severi group N 5(5) of S we

mean the group of divisors modulo homological equivalence, i.e., the image of Div(S) in H 2 (S,71)

under the map sending the dass of a divisor D to its fundamental cyele [D). Let Divo(S) be its

kernel. Let Cl E H'.!(S,:i:) and C2 E H 4 (S! 7l) = 7l be elements whieh will be fixed throughout the

paper.

Let H be a polarization of S. As we mostly shall eonsider stability and sem-~stability in the sense

of Gieseker and Maruyama we shaH write H-stable (resp. H-semistable) instead of Gieseker stable

(resp. semistable) wi th respect to Hand H-slope stable (resp. H-slope semistable) instead of stable

(resp. semistable) with respect to H in the sense of Mumford-Takemoto. Denote by MH(CI l C2) the

moduli space of H-semistable torsion-free sheaves E on 5 of rank 2 with Cl (E) =Cl and C2 (E) = C2

and Mk(CI, C'.!) the open subscheme of Mj/(CI I C2) of stable sheaves. Let Sp[(Cl! C2) be the moduli

space of simple torsion-free sheaves with cdE) = Cl and c'.!(E) =C2 (see [A-KJ).

Notation 2.1. For a sheaf Fon a scheme X and a divisor D let F(D) := F 0 Ox(D) .

Many of our arguments will take place over products S x X I where X is ascheme. We shall

denote by P : S x X ---+ Sand qX : S x X ---+ X the two projections and if there is no danger of

confusion! we will drop the index X. For a divisor D on X we denote Ds := lJx (D). For a sheaf F

on S x X and a divisor or divisor dass, D on S we denote by :F(D) the sheaf F (p" (D)) .

If X is a smooth variety of dimension n, we denote the cup produet of two elements 0' and ß
in H"(X!?l) by O'·ß and the degree ofa dass 0' E H2n(X,:i:) by Ix 0'. For O'~ß E H 2(S,'E) let

{O' . ß) := Is a . ß. \Ve write a'.! for {a . 0') and, for , E H 2(S,:i:L we Pllt {a, ,) := (0' . i), where i is

the Poincare dual of ,.
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Convention 2.2. If Y, X are schemes and there is a II canonical" map f : X -t Y, then for a

cohomology dass (} E H*(Y, Z) (resp. for a vector bundle E on Y) we will very often also denote

the pull-back via f by (} (resp. E).

Definition 2.3. [OG2] Let B be ascheme. A family of sheaves, F, on 5 parametrized by 8 is a

B-flat sheaf on S x 8. Two families of sheaves :F and Qon S parametrized by 8 are called equivalent

if there exists an isomorph ism :F ::: Q0 qB1\1, for same line bundle AI on B. Let (Bj ) jE J be an etale

cover of 8 by schemes. Assurne that for each j E J there is a family :Fj of sheaves on X parametrized

by Bj , and that for each pair k, I E J the pullbacks of :Fk and Fl to Bk X B 8 1 are equivalent. Then

we will say that the above data defines a pseudo-family of sheaves on S parametrized by B. \Ve will

denote it by F.

It is dear what is meant by a map of pseudo-families and by two pseudo-families being equivalent.

The main reason to introduce pseudo-families is that the moduli space 1\11 (Cl, C2) does not aiways

carry a universal family of sheaves, but there will always be a universal pseudo-family.

By the universal property of Mk (Cl, C2) a pseudo family of H -stable torsion-free sheaves E on S

with Cl (E) =Cl, C2 (E) =C2 parametrized by B gives rise to a morphism B -t AIk (c 1, C2) .

Walls and chambers for torsion-free sheaves

\Ve oow recall some results about walls and chambers from [Ql], [Q2] and [GÖ1].

Definition 2.4. (for the first part see [Q1] Def 1.2.1.5) Let Cs be the ample cone in NS(S) 0lR.

For ~ E N S(S) let

vvE := Cs n {x E N 5(5) 0lR j (x .~) = O}.

\Ve shall call Hf' a wall of type (Cl I C2), and say that it is defined by ~ if the following conditions

are satisfied:

(1) ~ + Cl is divisible by 2 in N 5(5),

(2) ci - 4C2 :5 ~2 < 0,

(3) there is a polarisation H with (H . ~) =0.

In particular dE := (4C2 - ci + ~ 2) /4 is a nonnegative integer. An ampIe divisor H is said to lie in

the wall W if [H] E ~v. If D is a divisor wi th [D] = ~, we wi 11 also say that D defines the wall vV.

Achamber of type (Cl, C2) or simply a chamber, is a connected component of the compiement of

the union of all the walls of type (c 1, C2)' Two different chambers will be said to be neighbo uring

chambers if the intersection of their closures contains a nonempty open subset of a wall.

We will call a wall VV good, if D + K s is not effective for any divisor D defining the wall W.

If D defines a wall, then neither D nor - D can be effective because D is orthogonal to an ample

divisor. In particular every wall will be good if -[(s is effective or if [[(s] is a torsion dass. More

generally, a wall ~v will be good if there exists an ample divisor H in ~V with ([(5 . H) ::; 0.
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Definition 2.5. Let Hilb1(5) be the Hilbert scheme of subschemes oflength I on 5. For Q' E N 5(5)

and I E 7l, let NI (1, °1 l) be the moduli space of ran k 1 torsion-free sheaves I z (F) on 5 with

Cl (Iz(F)) = [F] =0, c2(F) = length(Z) = l. Let

Tt,m:= TI 1\;/(1 , 0', n) x 1H(1, Cl - Q', m).
20:::;Cl +€

Let N2 C N 5(5) be the subgroup of 2-torsion elements. There is a (noncanonical) isomorphism

Tt,m ~ N2 x Hilbo 5 x Divo(5) x Hilbm 5 x Divo(5),

which depends on the choice of an Q' E N5(5) with 20' =Cl +~ and on a representative F in Div(5)

for 0'.

For any extension

(€)

where Al and A2 are torsion-free rank one sheaves, we define ~(t) := X(At} - X(A 2 ). Then if

Q = cdAt} - cdA2}, the Riemann-Roch theorem gives ~(€) = 1/2((cdE) - f{s)' 0') + c2(A2)

c2(At}. Furthermore for any divisor D we have ~(t(D)) = 6.(€) + (0' . D), where t(D) denotes

the extension t twisted by the line bundle CJ(D). This follows immediately from the fact that

Cl (E(D)) = cdE) + 2(D].
Assume that ~ defines a wall of type (Cl, C2), and that n and mare nonnegative integers wi th

n + m = d€ = C2 - (ci - ~2)/4. Let E~,m be the set of sheaves Iying in nontrivial extensions

(2.5.1)

where (IZt (Fd,Iz:l(F2)) runs through Tt,m. It is easy to see that every sheaf E E E~,m is simple

([Gö1], lemma 2.3). Let

vt,m := E~,m \ (U Ej..:~{).
1,~

Notation 2.6. Assurne that H+ and H _ are ampie divisors Iying in neighbouring chambers sepa

rated by the wall W. Then we define

A+ (W) := {~ E N 5(5) 1edefines t,Vand (e· H+) > o}
and A-(W) := -A+(vV).

The following proposition mostly comprizes some of the results of [Göl], that are generalizations

of the corresponding results of [Q 1], [Q2] and will be important for the rest of the paper. Note that

unlike [Gö1] we assurne walls to be defined by c1asses in N 5(5) and not by numerical equivalence

classes, and that we look at moduli spaces with fixed first ehern dass and not with fixed determinant.

The proofs in [Gö1] stay however valid with very few changes.

Proposition 2.7. (1) For H not lying on a wall.. AfH(Cl' C2) \ AIk(Cl 1 C2) is independent 01 H

and AlH (Cl, C2) depends only on the chamber 01 H.

Por the rest 01 the proposition we assume that we are in the ."iituation 01 2.6 and that

eE A+(IV).
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(2) Every E E E€,m is H+ slope-unstable and the sequence (2.5.1) is its Haroer-Narosimhan

filtration with respect to H+.

(3) Hom(.1zt (F), E) = C. Thus, for E E E(,m, the sequence 2.5.1 is the unique extension

o---t .1w1 (Ft} ---t E ---t .1w:J(G2) ---t 0

with ((2FI - cd . H+) > O.

(4) In particular we see that, for C '1 E A+(yV), the subsets E~l,m! E;,l of Spl(CI, C2) do not

intersect, tmless ~ = 1] a rl(J (n 1 m) = (k, l) .

(5) lf E E E€,m then E is H_ -slope stable if and only if E E vt,m and H_ -slope unstable

otherwise.

(6) On the other hand let E be a torsion-free sheaf with cdE) = Cl and c2(E) = C2, which

is H_ -semistable and H +-unstable. Then E is H _ -slope stable and E E E(l,m for suitable

numbers n und m and ~ E A+(IV).

Proof. (1) is ([Göl], theorem 2.9(1)). (2) is easy. (3) follows from (2) and ([GölL lemma 2.3). (4)

follows from (2). (5) is ([GölL prop 2.5). (6) is ([Göl], lemma 2.2). 0

3. PARABOLIC STRUCTURES AND THE PASSAGE THROUGH A WALL

As mentioned in the previous seetion 1 AlH (Cl l C2) depends onIy on the ehamber to w hieh H

belongs. Ir H' lies in a neighbouring ehamber to H the moduli space A1H' (Cl, C2) will in most

cases be birational to J.HH (Cl, C2), al though new eomponents do occur in some eases. Ir the wall

separating the two ehambers is good , we will describe the birational transformation in detail by

giving an explieit sequence of blow-ups and blow-downs with smooth centers which are known.

If the wall is good, but the transformation is not birational, our arguments give a description of

the components whieh are added to or deleted from the moduli space.

For the rest of the paper we will assurne that H+ and H _ are ample divisors lying in neighbouring

chambers separated by the wall ~'V, and that H is an ample divisor in the wall W which lies in the

closure of the chambers containing H _ and H+ respectively and which does not lie in any other

walL Furthermore we shall assurne that ~f = H+ - H _ is effective. By replacing H + by a high

multiple if necessary, we ean always aehieve this.

Our aim is to divide the passage through a wall into a number of smaller steps. To this purpose

we will introduce a finer not ion of stability. The starting point is the observation that unlike slope

stability, Gieseker stability is not invariant under tensorization by a line bundle.

Lemma 3.1. There is a positive integer no such that for all l ~ no und all torsion-free rank 2

sheaves E on S with cd E) = Cl, cd E) =C2

(1) E is H _ -stable (resp. semistable) if and only if E( -11\1) is H -stable (resp. semistable).

(2) E is H+-stable (resp. semistable) if und only if E(ll\1) is H -stable (resp. semistable).

Proof. It will be enough to show (1). As H_ does not lie on a wall, it is easy to see that E is

H _-(semi)stable if and only if E(M) iso Also there are only finitely many ~ E NS(S) defining the

wall W. Therefore lemma 3.1 follows immediately from lemma 3.2 and lemma 3.3 below. 0
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Lemma 3.2. (1) Assume E is H_ -semistable but H -unstable. Then E E E€,m for suitable

n, m and ~ E A+(W).

(2) Assume E is H_ -unstable but H -semistabte. The n E E E~'; fo,' suitable n, m and ~ E

A+(tV).

Proof. 'Ne just prove (1), the proof of (2) being analoguous. By assumption there is an extension

(t)

with Ll(t(IH_)) ~ 0 and Ll(t(lH)) > 0 for I» O. In particular we have (1]' H_) ~ 0 :5 (1]' H)

where 1] := 2(Fd - Cl· If 0 < (1] . H), there would be a wall separating H_ and H. So (1] . H) = 0,

and unless 1] is a torsion class, it defines a wall in which H lies. As H lies in a unique wall it must

be VV. Hence 1] E A+(vV), and E E E~,m.

Assume that 1] is a torsion dass. Then F1 and F2 are numerically equivalent, and it is easily

verified that

Ll(t(lH_)) = Ll(t(IH))

which is a contradicition. 0

Lemma 3.3. Given n, m,~. Then there exists an integer ko such that for all k > ko and all

E E EE,m! the sheaf E (- kM) is H -stable if and only E is H_ -slope stable. Otherwise E is 60th

H _ -stope unstable and H -unstable.

Proof. Let E E E;,m. Then there is an extension

with ~ =2[Fd - Cl. Assume first that E is H _-slope-stable and let

be another extension. Put T} := 2[Gd - Cl. As E is H_-slope stable we have (1]' H_) < 0, and

because there is no wall between H_ and H, we know that (", . H) :5 O. For any integers k ancl I

Hence if (1]' H) < 0 for all extensions t2 above, then E(-kl\1) will be H-stable for any k. Assume

that (1] . H) = O. By assumption H is contained in a single wall IV, so necessarily 1] E A+(W) .

Hence by proposition 2,7 (3), we get I Z j (Fd = 1"Y j (Gd. Therefore it suffices to see that for k >> 0

and any I we have the inequality

Ll(€d-kM + IH)) < O.

Now

which is negative for k » .0 as (T}' 1\-[) > O.
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To prove the converse, assume that E is not H_-slope stable. Then by proposition 2.7(5) there

is an extension

Because 2[F2] - Cl = -~ we have

Ll(c3(-kAI + lH)) = ~(c3) + (-~. (-klvl + lH)) = ~(c3) + k(~· AI) > 0

for k »0 D

From now on until the end of this section we fix no as in lemma 3.1, and we put C := (no + 1)M .

Definition 3.4. Let a be areal number between 0 and 1. For any torsion-free sheaf E we define

Pa(E) = ((1- a)x(E(-C)) + ax(E(C)))jrk(E).

A torsion-free sheaf E on S ia calted a-semistable if and only if every subsheaf E' C E satisfies

Pa{E'(lH)) ~ Pa(E(lH)) for all I » 0, and it is called a-stable if strict inequality holds.

In particular, by lemma 3.1, E is O-semistable if and only if it is H_-semistable, and it is 1

semistable if and only if it is H+-semistable.

For any extension

(c)

we define Lla(c) := Pa(AI) -Pa(A 2 ). Then ~a(c) = Ll(c)+(2a-l)(C .a) where a = Cl (AI) -ct(A2 ).

Clearly ß a (c(D)) = Lla (c) + (D . a) for any divisor D. A sheaf E is a-stable (resp. a-semistable) if

ßa(c(lH)) < 0 (resp. S; 0) for altl » 0 and for any extension c whose middle term is E.

Remark 3.5. It is easy to see that Pa(E(lH)) is the parabolic Hilbert polynomial of the parabolic

bundle {E(C), E (- C), a), (i.e. with a fil tration of length 1). Therefore E is a-semistable if and only if

(E(C) 1 E (- C) , a) is semistable. In [Ma-Yo] a eoarse quasiprojective moduli space of stable parabolic

sheaves with fixed Hilbert polynomial is constructed, and by [Yo] there exists a projective coarse

moduli space for S-equivalence classes of semistable parabolic sheaves. In partieular there exists a

coarse moduli space M a (Cl, c:d for a-semistable sheaves E on S with cdE) = Cl and C2E = C2. We

denote by A1~ (Cl I C2) its open subscheme of stable sheaves.

Remark 3.6. \Ve see that 1VIH_(Cl t C2) and MO(CI I C2) respectively A1H+(CI,C2) and 1VJdcI,C2) are

coarse moduli sehemes for the same functor and therefore they are isomorphie.

Remark 3.7. The same proof as in the ca.se of H -stable sheaves shows that AI~ (Cl, C2) carries

a universal pseudofamily. One checks easily that every E E M;(CI,C2) is simple. As M;(CI,C2)

and Spl(CI I C2) both carry universal pseudofamilies, V and W respectively, there exists a morphism

f: M;(CI,C2) --+ Spl(CI,C2) such that (ids x J)"'(W) = V. Let M be its image. Sy the same

argument there exists a mapg: 1\1---+ N[~(Cl,C2L with (ids x J)"'(ids x g)"'(V) = V. Hence f is an

open embedding. In particular and what is the most important thing for us, the tangent space to

j\1; (Cl, C2) at a point E is Ext l (E, E).
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Definition 3.8. For aB a E [0,1] let A+(a) be the set of (~, n, m) E A+(W) x 7Z~o satisfying

(3.8.1)

(3.8.2)

n + m = C2 - (ci - e)/4,
n - m = (~. (Cl - [{s))/2 + (20 - l)(~. (Cl).

:\. number a is ealled a miniwall if A + (a) i= 0. Aminichamber is a eonnected eom ponent of the

eornplement of the set of all mi niwalls in [0, 1]. It is clear that there are fini tely many miniehambers.

Two minichambers are called neighbouring minichambers if their closures intersect.

Remark 3.9. Note that A+(a) is the set of aB €, n , m with € E A+(W) for which there exists a

(possibly split) extension

(t)

Lemma 3.10. Let 0 :5 a_ < a+ :5 1 and assume that neither a_ nor a+ is a miniwall. Let E be

a_ -semistable and a+ -unstable. Then there extsts a miniwall a between 0_ and a+ and an element

(€, n , m) E A+ (a), such that E E E(,m.

Proof. By assumption E is o+-unstable. Hence there is an extension

(t)

such that for alll» 0 we have Llu+(t(lH)) > 0, Putting € := Cl (Ar) - cdA2 ) and using that Eis

o_-semistable, we übtain the following inequalities valid für alll >> 0

In particular (H . €) = 0 and Lla_ (t) < 0< ßu+(t),

Furthermore € is not a torsion class and € defines a wall on which H is lying, which therefore

must be W. There clearly is an ° such that Lla (€) = O. 0

Lemma 3.11. Let a_ < 0+ be in neighbouring minichambers separated by the miniwall a. Let

(€, n , m) E A+(a).

(1) Any E E E(,m is a_-stable] strictly a-semistable and b-unstable for all b > a.

(2) Any E E E~t is a+ -stable~ stn'ctly a-semistable und b-unstable for all b < a.

Proof. By symmetry it is enough to show (1). Let E E E(,m. Then E is given by an extension

(t)

with € = 2(Fd - Cl and length(ZI) = n, length(Z2) = m, Now if b > a we have ßb(t(lH)) =

Lla(€(lH)) + 2(b - a)(C . e) = 2(b - a)(C . €) > 0 since L\11(€) = 0 and (C .~) > 0, Thus E is

b-unstable. Assume that E is not a_-stable. Then it lies in an extension
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for which ~a_ (fl(lH)) ~ 0 > .6.a (fdlH)) for 1» O.

Renee we obtain ((2Gl - Cl)' H) 2: ((2Fl - ct}· H) and Pa_ (Iz1(Fl +IH)) < Pa_ (Iy1(G l +lH))

and thus x(IZ1 (Fl +lH -C)) < X(IY1 (GI +IH - Cl) or x(IZ1 (Fl +lH +C)) < X(IY1(GI +lH +C)).

Consequently Hom(IY1 (Gd, I Zl (Fd) = 0 and the obvious map I Y1 (Gt} -+ Iz 2 (F2 ) is an injeetion.

Hence F2-G l is effeetive. If F2 "# G li we would have ((G I -F2 )·H) < 0, and, by (~·H) = 0, we would

get the eontradiction ((2G I - cd . H) < O. So GI = F2 . By the injectivity of I Y1 (Gd -+ I Z2 (F2 )

and the fact that 2.5.1 is not split, we get length(Z2) < length(Yt} which shoes that Eis cL-stable.

A simila.r argument shows that E is strictly a-semistable. 0

Remark 3.12. \Ve ean also easily see from the above arguments that in the situation of 3.11 any

sheaf E E Ma _(Cl,C2), whieh does not lie in any E{'m for (~,n,m) E A+(a) is a_-stable (resp.

semistable) if and only if it is a-stable (resp. semistable).

Remark 3.13. (1) Looking at the proof of [Ma2] for the suffieient eriterion for the existenee

of a universal family on lVIH (Cl, C2), we see that the same proof also works for Ma (Cl, C2)

and we get the same criterion, i.e. if Cl is not divisible by 2 in N 5(S) or otherwise 4C2 - c~

is not divisible by 8 and Ma (Cl, C2) = Mg (Cl, C2), then Mg (Cl, C2) earries a universal family.

(2) From the results obtained so far it follows easily that, under the above conditions for the

ehern classes , M a (Cl,C2) = Nfg(CI,C2) ifand only ifa is not a miniwall.

Proposition 3.14. (1) N[O(Cl,C2) = 1\1H_(Cl,C2) and MdcI,C2) = MH+(CI,C2)'

(2) // b E [0,1] is not on a miniwaU, the moduli space l\1b(Cl, C2) depends only on the minicham

ber in which b is lying, and }vh (Cl, C2) \ Mt (Cl, C2) is independent 0/ b.

(3) Let a_ < a+ be in neighbour-ing minichambers separated by the miniwall a. Then we haue a

set- theoretical decomposition

and there are morphisms

\,. l/J

Ala ( Cl, C2)

which are open embeddings ouer

A:fa _(CI,C2)\ II E(,m and 1\{u+(CI,C2)\ Il E~(.
(Cn,m)EA+(a) ({.n,m)EA+(a)

Proof. (1), (2L (3) follow by putting tagether the results of this section. By lemma 3.11 aB the

points cf .Afa _ (Cl, C2) and 1\1a+ (Cl! C2) are a-semistable and hence we get the morphisms 1/J- and t/J+.
The statement that they be open embeddings over the indicated open subsets, follows from remark

3.12. 0
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4. THE NORMAL BUNDLES OF THE EXCEPTIONAL SETS

Our aim in this and the next ehapter is to clescribe the passage through a miniwall whieh eor

responds to a good wall. \Ve keep the assumptions from the beginning of the previous section. In

addition to those we assume that either Pg(S) =0 or f\s is trivial, and that the wall Hf is good.

Let adefine a miniwall and let (€ In, m) E A + (a). Let a_ < a+ lie in neighbouring minichambers

separated by a. For simplicity of notation we shall assurne that A+(a) = {(€, n, m)}. Beeause,

for (~, nl, md, (6, 71Z, m2) distinct elements of A+(aL the sets E~lt,ml and E~:,m~ are disjoint

by proposition 2.7 and our arguments are loeal in a neighbourhood of eaeh E~", this assumption

ean be made without loss of generality. Furthermore we assurne for simplieity of notation that

NS(S) has no 2-torsion. Then the classes (Cl + 0/2, (Cl - €)/2 E NS(S) are well-defined and

Tt'm = 1\1(1, (CI +~)/2,n) x Af(1,(CI -~)/2,m). Again this assumption is not important, as

otherwise the components of E'tm
and E~t are disjoint.

Notation 4.1. \Ve shall write AI_ := 1Ha _ (Cl, C2L 1'1+ := .IHa+ (Cl, C2), 1V[~ := l\I;_ (Cl, C2), J\.tl-+. :=

1H~+(Cl,C2) and put E_ := E(,m and E+ := E~';.

Defini t ion 4.2. Let:Fi (resp. F~) be the pull-back of a universal sheaf over S x I\{ ( 1, (c 1 +~) /2, n)

(resp. S x 1\1(1, (Cl - f,)/2, m)) to S x T, where T := N!(l, (Cl + €)/2, n) x Al(1, (Cl - €)/2, m).

Let q = qT : S x T --+ T be the projection. Let A~ := Ext~(F2'FD and Ai. := Ext~(FL F2)

and /p!_ := /P!(A:'), /P!+ := /P!(Ai.). Let 7T_ (resp. 11'+) be the projections of /p!_ (resp. /P!+) to T

and i _ (resp. i +) the tau tological su blinebundles of A _ := 7T: (A~) (resp. A+ := 7T+ (Ai.) ). Let

F I := (id s x 11'_)'" Ff and F 2 := (ids x 7T _). F~.

Lemma 4.3. (1) A~ is locally free of rank -~(~ - l\s)/2 + n + m - X(Os) and its formation

commutes with arbitrary base change.

(2) There is an isomorphism Ext l (F~, Fn ---+ HO (T, A:'), hence over S x JID _ there is a tauto

logieal extension

(4.3.1)

There is a morphism L : I!l'_ ---+ lvI_ with image E_.

Proof. As ~ defines a wall, HOITlq(F2,:Ftl is fibrewise O~ and , as the wall is good, FI - F2 + f{s

is not effective for (FI1 F2 ) E T, therefore by Serre d uality for the extension groups [Mu2] also

Ext~(F2'FtJ =O. So (1) follows by Riemann-Roch for the extension groups [Mu2]. Now we apply

[La]. 0

Proposi tion 4.4. (1) If Pg (S) = 0 or if f{ s is trivial, then i _ : JID _ ---+ M_ is a closed

embedding and 1\1_ is smooth along E_. The irreducible component 0/ Af_ containing E_

has the expected dimension.

(2) If Pg(S) = 0.. then the normal bundle NE_IM _ 0/ E_ in 1\1_ is equal to A+ (T-).

(3) If J{s is trivial. then NE_IM_ = QV(i_), where Q is the universal quotient bundle on

lP'_ = lF(A_).

10



Proof. Sy proposition 2.7(3} and lemma 4.3 the map I?_ --+ 11:[_ is injective with image E_. We

also see by proposi tion 2.7 that E_ C J\1~. In case J(5 is trivial, Spl (Cll C2) and thus also the open

subscherne 1H~ are smooth by [Mul].

In order to see that JH_ is smooth along E_ in the case Pg(S) = 0, we have to show that

Ext2 (E, E) =0 for any E E E_. So let E E E_ be given by a nontrivial extension (2.5.1)

(E)

As the wall ~V is good1we obtain by Serre duality and the fact that Pg (S) = 0 that Ext2 (7Z i (Pi), 'LZ j (Pj )) =
ofor i = 1,2 and j = I I 2. Hence applying Ext2(Iz;(Fd,') to (E) we get Ext2(Iz ;(Fd, E) = 0 for

i = 1,2 and this in turn shows that Ext2 (E, E) =O.

\Ve now want to compute the normal bundle to E_.

First Gase: Pa(S) = O. Applying Homq(·J·) on bot.h sides of the sequence (4.3.1) and denoting

by 1ri the composition of /T _ with the projection to the ith factor we get the following exact diagram

of locally free sheaves on I?_

0 0 0

1 1 1
0 --+ TI" -IT -+ Ext~(:r2(r_),S) --+ Ir;TM (1,( Cl - E) 12,m) --+ 0

1 ltP 1
(4.4.1) 0 --+ Ext~(S,Fd ~ i~ (~\L) --+ Ext~(S,F 2)( r_) --t 0

1 1 1
0 --+ /Ti T,\f (1,( Cl +E) 12 ,n) --+ Ext~ (FI , E) --t A+(r_) --+ 0

1 1 1
0 0 0

To identify the entries in this diagram we have used the following facts.

(1) HOITlq (F1 , Fd =Homq (F2 , F 2 ) =Or _.

(2) If Q is the universal quotien t on 1Il'{A_), then the relative tangent bundle is T,. -IT = Q(- r - ) ,

i.e. the cokernel of the natural map Or_ = Hornq{F1, Fd --+ Ext~(F2(r _), Fd.

(3) 1r2(T,U(I,(cl-0/2,m)) = Ext~{F21 F2) and Ir;T.U(l,(cl +0/2,n) =Ext~{Fll Fd·

(4) Sy Mukai's sheafified Kodaira-Spencer map [J\.'lu1] we have i":.-TM_ = Ext~(E, E). Mukai

shows the result only if 5 is an ahelian or I\3-surfaee, but in his proof he only uses that

Spl{CI,C2) is smooth in a neighbourhood of E_, (whieh we havejust seen) and Ext~(EJS)

is locally free and eompatible with base change.

To show that the sequences in the diagram are exaet we jllst use standard techniques. It is enough

to check the exactness fibrewise. One has repeatedly to make llse of the faet that ~ defines a good

wall, i.e. if E E E_ is given by (2.5.1), then F I - F21 F2 - F I ) F t - F2 + [{5) F2 - F I + Ks

are not effective, whieh irnplies that HOIllq{FI ,F2(r_)) = Homq(F2(r_);Fr) = Ext~{FI,F2(r_)) =
Ext~ (F2{r_}, Ft} = O. In addition we llse that aH E E E_ are simple and that Ext~(F21F 2) =
Ext~(FI' Fd =O. We also use the vanishings from the proof of the smoothness of M _ along E_.
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Second Case: Ks is trivial.

We apply essentially the same arguments as in the first case. Now however we have Ext~([, .1't} ::::;:

Ext~ (.1'2(T_ L[) ::::;: Ext;([, S) ::::;: Ext;(Fl1 :Ft} ::::;: Ext~(.1'2, .1'2) = Or_, which follows easily from

Mukai's results [Mu 1]. \Ve also notice that by Serre-duality A+ is canonically dual t.o A_. Using aU

this we again get the diagram (4.4.1) wi th the entry A+ (T_) in the lower righ t corner replaced by

the kernel of the natural map A+ (T_) 4 VI"_I i.e. QV (T_).

Claim: The image of the I<odaira-Spencer map I" : TU" _ 4 Ext~ ([, S) is Im( cp)+Im( 1,b) (see (4.4.1)).

Note that, by what we have shown so far I the claim implies the theorem.

Proof 01 the Claim. For dimension reasons it is enough to show that Im(tp) and Im(1,b) both are

contained in the image of 1". \Ve show it for Im (CI') . It is enough to show this fi brewise. Let

PI E 1\1(1, (Cl +~)/2, n) and let (UD-)FI be the fibre of the projection 1r1 : UD _ ---7 1\1 (1, (Cl +~)/2, n)

over FI . Then (UD _) F1 is the space of extensions

o--+ F l 4 E --+ G 4 0

with G running through M(1, (Cl - ~)/2, m). Let x E (UD-)Ft be given by an extension

We will want to show that I"(TW_)pt (x)) = cp(Extl(G l1 E)).

The tangent space to (lF-)Ft at x is the space of first order deformations of E together with an

injection F i --+ E. For t E T(I"-lp
t
(x) we get therefore the diagram

0 0 0

1 1 1
o --+ Fl ---+ E ---+ Cl ---+ 0

1 1 1
o --+ Fl EB Fl ---+ E ---+ G ---+ 0 (*)

1 /1 1 1
o --+ Fl ---+ E --+ Cl ---+ 0

1 1 1
0 0 0

and we see that T( P' _) Pt (x) can be identified wi th the space of diagrams (*). Furthermore K (t) is

the extension class of the middle column of (*). From (*) we also get a sequence 0 ---+ E ---+
E/r(Fd ---+ Cl --+ 0 such that E is defined by pull-back

E/r(Ftl

r
E.

This gives a map B : T(p _)P1 (x) ---+ Ext 1(Cl, E), such that the restrietion of K to T(f -)F
t
(x) is <p 0 B.

To finish the proof we have to see that B is an isomorphism. \Ve give an inverse. Let

o--+ E --+ ~V --+ Cl --+ 0

12



be an extension. \Ve define E as the fibre produet

1,y -+ GI

1 r
E, -+ E

and we see that it lies in a diagram (*). 0

Remark 4.5. Asslime Pg(S) = O. From lemma 4.4 it follows that the dimension of E_ is at most

the expected dimension N = (4c:! - cI) - :3X(Os} + q(S}. \Ve have to distinguish two cases.

(1) dim(E_) < N and dim(E+) < N. Then the change from 1\1_ to M+ is abirational

transformation.

(2) dim(E_) = N or dim(E+) = N. \Ve can assume that dim(E_) = N. Then by lemma

4.4 E_ is a smooth eonnected eomponent of 1\1_, whieh is isomorphie to F_. And, A+(T_)

being the normal bundle to E_, we have A+ =0 and therefore E+ =0. This happens if

and only if {~. (~- [(s))/2 + d{ = X(Os). If we allow NS(S) to eontain 2-torsion, we see

that aB the connected eomponents of E_ are eonnected components of 1\1_.

Assurne for the following definition and corollary that we are in case (1) of 4.5, i.e. that the

change from lvI_ta 1H+ is birational.

Definition 4.6. Let M_ be the blow-up of M_ along E_ and D the exeeptional divisor. Similarly

let 1\'1+ be the blow up of 1.'vf+ along E+. Let 1f'D, 1f'D-, 1T'D+ be the projections from D to T, ItP_,

F+ respeetively.

Corollary 4.7. (1) /1 Pg (S) = 0 then D is isomofph ic to [ID _ x T IF+ and with this identijication

O(D)ID =O(T_ + T+).

(2) 1I1'.:s is trivial.. then A_ and A+ are canonically dual and D is the incidence correspondence

{(l, H) E IF(A_) XT [IDV(A_) II C H} and O(D)ID is the restriciion O/O(T_ + T+).

5. BLOW-UP CONSTRUCTION

\Ve keep the assumptions and notations of the last section. In addition we assume that we in case

(1) of 4.5, i.e. the map A1_ -+ .M_ is birational. In this section we want to show that M _ and NI+

are isomorphie. \Ve shaH construct a morphism 'P+ : 1H_ ~ 1.\1+, whieh we shaH show is the blow-up- ..-
of 1\1+ along E+. Let 'P- : Af_ ~ A1_ be the blow-up map and j : D ~ 1\1_ be the embedding. \Ve

denote 1'vf: := 'P:ll\1~. Let U_ be a universal pseudo-family on S x AI: and V_ := (ids x iP-)·U_.

\Ve want to make an elementary transform of V_ along Ds := S x D to obtain a pseudo-family V+

of a+-stable sheaves on lH: and thus the desired map 'P+. If U_ is a universal family, then also V+

will be one.

Notation 5.1. For a sheaf 1l on S x IIJ! _ (resp. S x l?+) we will write 1lD for (id s x trD- t1l (resp.

(ids x 1T'D+t1l). \Ve also write :F1D and :F2D instead of (:FdD and (:F:!)D.
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Definition 5.2. By the universal property of M_ and lemma4.3 there is a line bundle..\ on D such

that there is an exaet sequenee

(5.2.1)

indeed there is already a sequenee like this on E_. Let I be the eomposition Y- ---+ V-IDs ---+
:F2D(T- + ..\). Then we put Y+ := ker" Beeause Y_ is Aat on S x 1"1:, und :F:w(.\ + T_) is Rat on

the eartier divisor S x D, V+ is Rat over S x 1\1:.

The restrietions of V+ and Y_ to S x Ar/: \ D are naturally isomorphie. There are diagrams of

sheaves on S x 1\rf~

(5.2.2)

(5.2.3)

o -+ V_(-Ds }

11

o -+ V_(-Ds}

o

1
---+ v+

1
-+ v_

i
:F2D(T- + A)

1
o

o

1
-+ V_(-Ds )

1
---+ v+

1
:F1D(..\)

1
o

---+

---+

---+

---+

o

1
:F1D(..\)

1
V-IDs

1
:F2V (T- +..\)

1
o

-+ 0

---+ 0

-+ 0

---+ 0

-+ 0

---+ 0

By the rightmost column of (5.2.3), (V+ )x E E+ for all x E D. Therefore by proposition 3.14 V+ is a- -pseudo-family of a+-stable sheaves over Ar: and defines a morphism 1,0+ : Al: -+ AI+'. \Ve see from

the definitions that the restrietion of):'+ to .Al!.- \ D is an isomorphism to A1.+ \ E+, which coincides

with the natural identification JH!.- \ D :::: 1\1!- \ E_ :::: 1\{+' \ E+. As E_ C Af!.- and E+ CA!+', we

see that 1,0+ extends to a morphism AI_ -+ AI+, which we still denote by 1,0+.

Theorem 5.3. '1'+ : M_ -+ 1\1+ is the blow ttp 0/ kl+ along E+,

Proof. By the above I,O+(D) C E+. \Ve want to show that I,O+ID is the projection 7T"D+ : D --+ E+.

For this we have to show that the extension
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from the rightmost column of (5.2.3) is the puH-back via 1rD+ of the tautological extension on lF+

(defined analogously to 4.3.1) tensorized with OD("\ - T+). It is enough to show this fibrewise.

Let x = (x_,x+) E D C lF_ XT lF+ and let \1_ := (V_)x and \1+:= (V+)x be given byextensions

(5.3.1)

(5.3.2)

o-+ F t -+ \1_ -+ F2 -+ 0,

o-+ F2 -+ \1+ -+ FI -+ O.

Then 1rD (x) is the point (FI , F2 ) E T and x - E (IF _)(FI ,F~) =IF(Ext i (F2 , Fd) is the extension dass

of (5.3.1). Then we have to show that x+ E (W+)(FI,F~) = lF(ExtI(FI , F:d) is the extension dass of

(5.3.2).

Let R := Specq(]/((2) and let t : R --+ M_ be a tangent vector to M_ at x, which is not

tangent to D. Then t factors through 2D (i.e. the subscheme defined by 'Ib). Ir we restrict the

diagrams (.5.2.2), (5.2.3) to 2Ds, we see that the image of the map V-(-Ds)bDs -+ V+bDs is

IDsY_/IbsY- and the image of the composition V+(-Ds )12Ds -+ Y-(-Ds)1 2Ds -+ V+1 2Ds is

ID s:F1D("\) . /'Ibs:FID(}..)' Therefore, by pulling back the diagrams (5.2.2), (5.2.3) to S x R via

(ids x t) and pushing down with the projection p : 5 x R --+ 5, we get the diagrams

0 0

j 1
o -+ \1_ -+ y+ -+ FI -+ 0

11 1 1
(5.3.3) o -+ \1_ -+ y- -+ \1_ -+ 0

1 1
F2 F2 -+ 0

1 1
0 0

0 0

1 1
o -+ Pt -+ v_ -+ F2 -+ 0

11 j 1
(5.3.4) o -+ Ft -+ \1+ -+ \1+ ~ 0

1 1
PI FI -+ 0

1 1
0 0

The extension dass 0 E lF (Ext1(V_, V_)) of the middle row of (5.3.3) is the dass of the image of t

under dlp_ : T,!;L (x) -+ TAL (Ip_ (x)) = Ext 1(\1_, V_). The image of the composi tion

TAL (x) -+ 1p:"(~\L(X)) ...!..,. 1p:"(NE_j,\L (x))
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is the tautologieal subline-bundle of cp=- (NE_/AL (x)) = Ext I(Fl , F2) and the kernel is TD(x). There

fore the image of p(J) in (lF+)(F, ,F:l) = lF(Extl (Fl , F2)) is x+. By (4.4.1) the map p is the eomposition

Extl(\I_, \1_)~ Extl(Fl , \1_)~ Extl(Fll F2 )

given by applying HomL') on both sides to t.he sequenee 0 -t PI -t \1_ -t F2 -t O. By (5.3.3) Pl (0)

is the extension dass of the first row of (5.3.3) giving V+, and then, by (5.3.4Lp(J) is the extension

dass of (5.3.2). So we see that CP+ Iv is the projeetion to E+.

Ir for the moment we call ~+ : 1Vf+ -t AI+ the blow-up of lvf+ along E+ and D the exceptional

divisor, we get analogously that D ~ lF _ X T IP+, (or the ineidenee correspondenee in IP _ x T !F+ in ease

!(s is trivial). In the same way as above we ean eonstruet a l110rphism ~_ : ./1.1+ -t 1\1_ such that

~-ID is the projection to E_ and ~-I.W+\D is just the natural identifieation Af+ \ D ~ M+ \ E+ ~

!\-f_ \ E_. Therefore we have morphisms cp_ x CP+ : 1\1_ -t 1\-[_ x 1\-[+, 'P- x ~+ : AI+ -t lVf_ x A1+,

which by the above are injective and easily seen to be injective on tangent vectors. Furthermore

(cp_ x cp+)(Nf- \ D) = (1p- x 4'+)(1\1+ \ D). Therefore 1\1_ and 1\1+ are isomorphie and in fact both

isomorphie to the dosure of the graph of the obvious rational map NI_ -t 1\1+. 0

In the following theorem we put together the main results we have obtained so far.

Theorem 5.4. Let 5 be a sur/ace with either Pg(S) =0 or Ks trivial. Let Cl E N 5(5), C2 E Z and

put N := 4C2 - cI - 3x(Os) + q(5). Let t,V be a 9000 wall 0/ type (Cl, C2) and let H_.' H+ be ample

divisors on S in neighbouring eh ambers sepamted by t·V. Then /or all a E [0 I 1] there erist spaces

1Vfa (Cl, C2) and a fim'te set 0/ miniwalls dividing [0, 1] into finitely many minichambers such that the

/ollowing holds:

(1) lvIo(CI I C2) = 1VJH_(Cl,C2), Ar/dcI,c2) = 1\1H+(CI,C2)'

(2) I/al! a2 are in lhe same minichamber lhen Nfa ,(CI,C2) = 1VJa:l(CI,C2),

(3) I/ a_ < a < a+ and a is lhe unique miniwall between a_ and a+ lhen lvIa+ (Cl, C2) is obtained

/rom 1Yfa _ (Cl, C2) as /ollows: I--Ve blow up 1\1a _ (Cl, C2) along the disjoint smooth subvarieties

E~,mJ with (e,ll,m) E A+(a) (see 3.8) which/ulfillO ~ dim(E~·m) < N and blow-down the

exceptional divisors to E~t respectively. Then we remove the Etm with (~,", m) E A+(a)

and dim(EE,m) = N (which are unions 0/ connected components 0/ 1\rJa _ (Cl I C2)) and lake

the disjoint union with all E:t with (~, n, m) E A+ (a) and E~,m = 0.

(4) I/ H is an ample divisor on I--V whieh lies in lhe closure 0/ both oJ lhe ehambers containing

H _ and H+! then. for nll b E [0, 1L the space l\1b (Cl, C2) is a moduli spaee 0/ H-semistable

sheaves on 5 with a suitable parobolic slructure.

In [Mul] Mukai defines elementary transforms of a symplectic variety X as folIows. Assurne X

contains a subvariety P, which has codimension n and is a lFn-bundle over a variety }'.. Let X be the

blow-up of X along P. Then the exeeptional divisor E is isomorphie to the ineidenee eorrespondenee

in P x y P' 1 where pi is the dual projective bundle to P, One ean then blow down E to P' to obtain

a smooth symplectic variety XI. \Ve will for the moment call Y the center of such an elementary

transformation.
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So by the above we obtain the following:

Corollary 5.5. Let S be a J(3-surface or an abeiian surface. Let H_, H+ be polarisations which

60th do not iie on a wall. Then AIH+ (Cl, C2) is obtained fram AIH_ (Cl, C2) by a senes of elementary

tronsforms, whose centers are 0/ the form AI( I, (cl + ~)/2, n) x AI(l, (Cl - ~)/2, m) for ~ defining

a wall between H_ and H+ (md (Tl, m) run ning through the nonnegative integers with Tl + m =

(4C2 - cI + ~2)/4.

Remark 5.6. If q(S) =F 0 we can also, for A E Pic(SJ, C2 E 1Z and an ample divisor H, study the

moduli space AfH(A , c:d of rank 2 torsion-free sheaves E on S with det(E) = A and c2(E) = C2.

Then there is a morphism AIH (Cl, C2) --+ PicO (S), whose fibres are the various AIH (A, C2) for A

with Cl (A) = Cl. Then ~ by restricting our arguments to the fi bres, we get that theorem 5.4 also

holds wi th the obvious changes for 1\1H (A, C2)'

6. THE CHANGE OF THE DONALDSON INVARIANTS IN TERMS OF HILBERT SCHEMES

In this section we assume that q(S) = O. Let lCI ,C'J,g be the Donaldson polynomial with respect to a

Riemannian metric 9 associated to the principal SO(3)-bundle P on S whose second Stiefel-Whitney

dass W2 (P) is the reduction of Cl mod 2 and whose first Pontrjagin dass is PI (P) = (cI - 4C2)' Then

lCt,C'J,g is a homogeneous polynomial on H,.(S, Q) of weight 2N =2(4c2 - CI - 3X(Os)), where the

elements of Hi(S, Q) have weight 4 - i. In case Pg(S) > 0 it is known that lCl,C'J,g does not depend

on the metric (as long as it is generic).

In [Ko] the invariant has been introduced for 4-manifolds M with b+(1\1) = 1. In [K-MJ it has

been shown that in case b+(1\1) = 1, bl(AJ) = 0 it depends only on the chamber of the period point

of the metric in the positive cone of H2(1\1,lR).

The algebro-geometric analogues of the Donaldson polynomials are defined as follows:

J vcl,c'J,H(ad ..... vcl,c'J,}{(Ctk)'

MH(Cl,C'J)

As Cl l C2 are fixed in our paper, we will write VH = vcl,c'J,H and <f>1l = <Pcl,c'J,H.

Let pt E Ho(S,:E) be the class of a point in S. Knowing <l>H is eqllivalent to knowing the numbers

Definition 6.1. ([OGIL [OG2]) Assllme that NfH(Cl 1 C2) is a fine moduli space, i.e. MH(Cl 1 C2) =

1VfH(Cl, C2 ) 1 and there is a universal sheaf U on S x 1\1H (Cl, C2)' \Ve define a linear map

vc1,c'J,H : HdS,lQ) --+ H4- i Uv!H(CI 1 C2LQ); vcl,c'J,H(a):= (C2(U) - ~cI(U))/a,

where / denotes the slant product. \Ve assume furthermore that AlH (Cl, C2) is of the expected

dimension N := 4C2 -cI - 3X(Os). Given classes a~ E H2j,(S, Q), for s = 1, ... ,k with 2k - L:~ j$ =
N, we set

for aBi, r with I + 21' = N and all Q E H2 (S,Q).

Definition 6.2. Following [OG2], we call AIH (Cl 1 C2) admissible if the following holds:
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(1) H does not He on a wall of type (Cl, C2);

(2) dim(AlH(Cl, C2)) = N,

(3) if Cl is divisible by 2 in N5(S), then N> (4C2 - cI)/2;

(4) dim(l\lH(CI,k)) + 2(C2 - k) < N for all k < C2.

For admissible 1HH(Cl, C2) the resul ts of [fvlo] and [Li] give

where g(H) is the Fubini-Study metric associated to H. Furthermore if C2 » 0, then cbH =

( _l)(c~+(cl'Ks))"V (H)'
ICl,C:1,g

\Ve now want to determine how cl> H changes, when H passes through a walL \Ve assurne that if

Cl is d ivisible by 2 in N S(5) then (4C2 - ci) is not divisi ble by 8. Then, by the cri terion of [Ma2J,

AlH (CI l C2) is a fine moduli space ~ unless H lies on a walL

Now we assurne that we are in the situation of section 3, i.e. H _ and H+ are ample divisors

lying in neighbouring chambers separated by vI', and H a polarization on the wall vV not Iying on

any other wall and lying in the closure of both the chambers containing H _ and 'H+. We assurne

furthermore that vV is a good wall. For bE [0, 1] we have l\'h(CI, C2) as in section 3.

Defini tion 6.3. By remark 3.13 we see that, for b not on a miniwall, i.\1b (Cl, C2) = Mt (CI l C2) and

there is a universal sheaf on 111b (Cl, C2) .

Assume that b E [0, 1] does not Iie on a miniwall. Then analoguosly to the definition of cl>Hand

<!JH,I,r in 6.1, we may define <Pb and cflb,l,r by always replacing A1H(Cl, C2) by A1b(CI1 C2).

\Ve notice that cI> /L =<!Ja and cI> H + =<1>1 and it is obvious that cI>b only depends on the minicham

ber containing b. \Ve therefore have to determine the change of <lJb when b passes through a miniwall.

We will make the same assumptions as in section 4, i.e. let a be a miniwall and let (€, n, m) E

A+(a). Let a_ < a+ lie in neighbouring minichambers separated by a. To simplify the notation we

will for the moment assurne that A+ (a) = {(€, n, m)} and that H 2 (S, 2) contains no 2-torsion. \"fe

also assume that ei ther Pg (S) = 0 or [{s is trivial.

Notation 6.4. \Ve use tbe notations and definitions of sections 4 and 5. If the change is birational,

i.e. we are not in case (1) of 4.5, we shall write NI instead of M_. Let d := de= n +m, e_ = rk(A_),

e+ = rk(A+), tben N = 2d + e_ + e+ - 1 if Pg(S) = 0 and N = 2d + e_ + e+ - 2 if I<s is trivial.

\Ve put V+ := va+' v_ := Va_, <1>+ := (P o+ I cfl_ := ~a_, <I>+,l,r := !Pa+,l,r and <I>-,l,r := <!J o_ ,l,r'

Note tbat the condition q(S) = 0 implies Pic(S) ~ N 5(S). For ß E N S(S) we may therefore

denote by OS (ß) the corresponding line bundle. Let ql, q2 be the two projections of T = Hilb" (5) x

Hilbm(S).

Remark 6.5. (1) Ir the change is birational, then by the projection formula <1>+, <P+,l,r (resp.

<I> _ , <I> _ ,I,r) coincide wi th the numbers wbicb are defined analogously by replacing lHa(CI l C2)

by /vf and the uni~ersal sheaf by V+ (resp. V_).
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(2) Assurne Pg(S) = 0 and say E+ = 0. Let E: be the universal sheaf on E_ from (4.3.1), then

we ean define (7_ ; Hi(S,Q) ---t H4-i(E_,Q) and cL and CL,I,r in the same way as v_

and ~ _ and ~_ ,I ,r by replacing kf_ by E_ and the universal sheaf on A1_ by E:. Then

4>+ - ~_ = -cL.

Defini tion 6.6. Let Zn (5) c S X Hilbn (5) be t he universal subseheme. In S x Hilbn (S) x Hilbm (S) I

we put Z1 := (ids x qd- 1 (Zn (5)), 2 2 := (ids x q:d- 1(Zm (5)) and denote by LZll LZ'J the eor

responding idealsheaves. Let F t := OS((C1 + ~)/2L F2 ;= OS((C1 - 0/2). Sy our assumptions

T = Hilbtl(S) x Hilbm(S) and :Fr = LZ 1 (Ft ), :F~ = LZ';l(F'2)' Let hn : Hilbn (5) ---7 s(n) be the

Hilbert-Chow morphism [Fo], where s(n) is the n-fold symmetrie power of S with the quotient map

/.Pn : sn ---t s(n). For i = I, ... I n we denote by Pi : sn ~ S the projection to the ith factor. \Ve

denote ßi := {(X, Xt,··· I Xn) E S x sn I X = Xi} and Yn := (ids X /.Pn)(ßd. We have linear maps

ln : Hi(S,!Q) ---t H4
-

i (Hilbn(S)'Q);

Ln : HdS,Q) ---t H 4- i s(n),!Q);

ln(a) = [Zn(S)]/a and

tn(a) = [Yn]/o:.

The map Ln is in fact easy ta deseribe:

Lemma 6.7. (1) [20 (5)] =(ids x hnt ([Yn ]).

(2) (ids x IPn)'"([YnD = Li(ßd

(3) Por a E Hi(S,Q) we have Ln(a) =h~(ttl(a)) and IP~(tn(Q)) =L7=lPi(öL where ö is the

Poincare dual 0/ a.

Proof. (1). Out of eodimension 3 on S x Hilb"(S) we have OZn(S) = (ids )( hn )'" (Oy,.). So we

get [Zn(S)] = (ids x hn)'"([Yn]). Out of eodimension 3 we also have (ids x /.Pn)'"(Oy,.) = EBi LJ~i'

Therefore (2) follows in the same way as (1). (3) follows immediately from (1) aod (2). 0

Remark 6.8. For the total Chern classes we have c( (ids x j)'" V_) = (ids x j)- c(V_) and c((ids x

j)'" V+) = (ids x jt c(V+), where, as above, j : D ---t .1.\1 is the embedding of the exceptional divisor.

Proof. \Ve have to see that Tork (V_, OSxD) = 0 for all k > 0 (and similarly for V+). This follows

however easily from the ftatness of V_ over .1.\1_. 0

Lemma 6.9. (I) Assume that we a1'e in case (l) 01 4.5, i.e. the change of moduli is bimtional.

Then, lor a E H2(S, Q), we have

(2) If E+ =0 then

1= 2(C a )[T_L

= -~{T-f.
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Proof. By (5.2.2) we have the sequence

Using Riemann-Roch without denominators [Jo] we get

cdF1D("\ + T_ + T+)) = [Ds]

c2(F1v("\ + T_ + T+)) = -cdF1D(,,\)),

and thus

cl(V+(Ds )) = cdV-) + [DsL

C2(V+ (Ds )) = C2{V_) + [DsJ . Cl (V_) - (ids X j) .. (cdF1D("\)))

4C2(V+) - cdV+)2 = 4C2(V+(Ds)) - cl{V+(Ds ))2

= 4C2(V_) - cI{V_)2 + 2[Ds]' cdV-) - [Dsf - 4(ids X j) .. (cl{F1D("\))).

Let a E H2 {S,Q). As [Ds] is the pull-back of [D] from M! we have

Furthermore (ids x j) .. cl(F1D("\))ja = j .. (cl(Fd"\))ja), where the second slant product is taken on

S X D and cI{Fd = 1l"v(cdFi)) = p"([Fd)· So we get (ids x j),,(cl(Fdja) ={F1 . a)[D]. As,,\ is

the pull-back of a divisor on D, we have (ids x j) .. Ct ("\)/a = 0 and similarly [DsF /0: = O. So we

get v+{a) - v_ (a) = -t{~, a)[D]

By cl(Fd =p"([Fd)' cl(F:d =p"([F2]), we get Cl (Ff)/pt =cdF~)/pt = O. Then the sequence

o~ F1D("\) ~ V-Iv ~ F2D(T- +,,\)~ 0,

and remark 6.8 give

(cdV-), [DsD/pt = (id s x j) .. (cdV-ID))jpt = j .. ([r_] +2[..\]),

(cl(FID("\)))jpt = j,,(cl(Ft{"\))/pt) = j .. (["\]),

[DsJ'2jpt = (D]2.

So we get

1 [ ')v+(pt) - v_(pt) = 4( D]~ + j.([2r_ + 4"\]) - 4j.(["\]))

= ~j .. ([T_] - [T+D.

(2) can be shown using essentially the same arguments. 0

Lemma 6.10. Let l + 2r = N.

(1) 11 we are in case {1} 01 4.5, then

4J+,I,r(a) - <Il-,l,r(a)

=~ ~(_1)'-C+12b+2C-N G) G) (~, a)/-bI (a~,mPt~m '+t=N~-2C-l (-T+)'T: )
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(2) E+ =0, then

<P+,I,r(a) - <I>-,I,r (0')

= t t (_1)'-c+l2b+2c
- N G) (:) (€, a )'-b J(a~ ,mpt~ ,mT~-b-2C)

b;O c;O E_

ProoJ. (1) By remark 6.8 we get for 0: E Hj(S~lQ) that [DJ ·v+(o) = j.((4C2(Y+ID) - cdY+ID)2)/4a

(and similar for v_). Sy the sequences

o-r .1"2D(-'+ +..x) -1- Y+IDs -r .1"lD(A) -r 0

o-r .1"lD(.\) -r Y-IDs -r .1"2D('- +.\) -r 0

we get

4C2(Y+ID) - cI(Y+!D)2 =4(C2(.1"lD) + C2(.1"2D)) - (Cr(F2D) - Cr{F1D) - [,+))2

4C2(Y_ID) - cr(Y_ID)2 =4(C2(.1"lD) + C2(.1"2D)) - (cdF1D ) - Cr{F2D) - [,_])2

By the above we have Cl(.1"lD) = p·([FtlL Cr{.1"2D) = p·([F2]L C2(.1"lD) = (ids X 1rDr(C2(Iz.)) =
(ids X 1I"D)· ([Zd) and C2 (F2D ) = (ids X 1rD" ([22]), where, as above, 1I"D : D -r T is the projection.

So we have

4C2(Y+ID) - c1(Y+ID)2 = 4(ids X 1I"Dr((Ztl + [22]) - (p.(~) + [,+])2,

4C2(V_!D) - Cr{Y_ID)2 = 4(ids X 1I"Dr([Zd + [22]) - (p.(~) - [T_])2,

and thus for a E H2 (S, Q):

F (v+(a))
1

= O'n,rn + 2(~' 0')[-'+]

F(v-(o))
1

= an,rn + 2(~' 0')[,_]

F (v+ (pt))
1 '>

= pt - -[T+J-n,m 4

1 '>
\

r(v-(pt)) = ptn,m - 4[T_]w

\Ve write

<I>+,I,r(O) - (Il-,l,r(a) =
=J(v+(a)l (v+(ptr - v-(ptr) + v+(ptr(v+(a)l - v_(a)l))

Al

=J(~([-T+] + [T-])F ( L v+(pt)"v_(pt)iV+(O')I)
D -,+t;r-l

- ~ (~, Q) F ( L v+(Q )" V - (a )t V - (pt r)) .
-,+t;l-l

Now the claim follows after a straightforward computation. (2) follows easily from lemma 6.9(2). D

Proposition 6.11. (1) /J S is (I /{3 surJace and N > O~ then <P+ =<P_.
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(2) I/ Pg(S) = 0, lhen for a E H2 (S, Q) and I, r wilh 1+ 2r = N we have

<I>+,I,r(a) - <I>-,l,r(a)

= t t (-1)' - ,+'- 2b+ 2,- N G) G) ({. a }'-bJ(a~.mPt~ ,m52d-b-2,(A~ Ei) A'- V))
&;0 c=O T

Proof. (1) It easy to show using Riemann- Roch I that the condition N > 0 implies e_ > 1 and e+ > 1.

Therefore, as O'n,m and ptn,m are puB-backs from T, it is enough to show that for k :5 €_ + e+ - 2

we have

(1rD). ( 2: (-T+)~ T:) = O.
~+t=k

Now D is the projectivisation ITD(Q) where Q =A_/T_ over IF_ =IF(A~). Therefore

= (1r_). ( L s~-e++2(Q)T:)
J+t;k

= (1r-).(Sk-e++2(A_))

= (1r_).1r:(Sk-e++2(A~.J) = O.

Here 1r_ : I?_ ----+ T is the projection. (2) \Ve just note that 1r+).((-T+)k) = sk-e++dA+) and

(1r_). (~) =(_1)e_+1 sk-e_+dA~ v). Then the result follows immediately from the definitions and

lemma 6.10. 0

.For the rest of the chapter we assume that Pg(S) = q(S) = O. On the other hand we allow

NS(S) = H 2 (S, 7l) to contain torsion.

Definition 6.12. Let ( E H 2 (5, 7l) be a dass defining a good wall of type (Cl, C2)' Let d{ ,

(4CI - cI + (!)/4 , e{ := -((. ( - Ks ))/2 + d( + 1 and

T( := Hilbd~ (5 U S) = II Hilbn (5) x Hilbm (5).
n+m=d~

Let q( : 5 x T( ----+ T( be the projection. Let F( be the sheaf p~ (Os (-'<) $ 0 s (-(+[{s )) on S x T(. Let

zf (resp.Z~) be the subscheme of 5 x T( which restricteci to each component 5 X Hilbn (5) X Hilbm (5)

is the subscheme Z 1 (resp. Z2) from 6,6. Let 1?~! 1 7 ~ be the corresponding ideal sheaves. For a E
-1 -:/

Hi(S, Q) let Ci E H 4
-

i (T{, Q) be the dass whose restrietion to each component Hilbn (5) x Hilbm (S)

of T{ is an,m' Then for alll ~ r with I + 2r = N we define a map H 2(5,Q) ----+ Q by

S(,I,,(a) = ~~(_W'+·'2b+2.-NG) G)<C a}'-b

J( b- C 1 )Q pt S2d(-2c-b(Extq(lz~ ,lz~ 0 V()
T(

Theorem 6.13. Let 5 be a sur/ace with Pg(S) = q(S) = O. Let Cl E [{2(S, /l) and C2 E Z. Assurne

that, if Cl is divisible by 2 in H2(S, /l) then (4C2 -ci) Is not divisible by 8. Let ~V be a good wall of type

(Cl, C2) and Jet H _ and H+ be a mple divisors on 5 lying in neighbouring chambers separated by W.
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Let n2 be the number of2-torsion points in H 2 (S, Z). Then for all 1, r with 1+2r = N = (4C2 -cI) - 3

we haue

<l>H+,I,r - <l>H_,I,r = Tl:! :2:: o{.l,r.

~EA+(W)

Here, as above!

Therefore we get for a class a E H2 (S, Q)

( ) ( t t a ..... 0') - ( l)(c~+(ci ·Ks )) ""'" r ()IC1,c'J,g(H+) - /cl,c'),g(H_l P ,.~. ~P)~ - - n2 L- 0E./,r 0' .

r I ~EA+(W)

Proof Ir H2 (5, Z) contains no 2-torsion, and G_ < a+ are in neighbouring miniehambers separated

by a miniwall a with A+(a) = {(~, n, m)}, then proposition 6.11 eomputes <l>a+,l,r - <I>a_,l,r. By

Serre duality and the definitions we see that in the notations of proposition 6.11 A+ EIl A~ v =
Ext~(IzllI2'J 0 Y{). Thus, if for all miniwalls G the set A+(a) consists of onIy one element, the

theorem follows.

If N2 C H 2 (5,Z) is the subgroup of 2-torsion , then Tt'm :::: N2 x HilbTl (5) x Hilbm (5). So

the exeeptional divisor in Ni has n2 isomorphie components (or we add n2 isomorphie eonnected

eornponents to lvI or subtraet thern), and each eomponent gives the same contribution to ~a+,l,r 

<l>a_ ,l,r·

Assurne that A+ (a) = {(~1, nl, md, ... 1 (6, n2, m2)}' Then, as we have seen above, the E{/,m;
are disjoint, and , as the change «.Pa+,l,r - <Pa- ,t,r can be computed on the exceptional divisor (or the

added eomponents), it is j ust the sum of the contributions for all (~j, nj, mj). The result now follows

by adding up the contributions of aB the miniwalls. 0

By the results we have obtained so far, in order to compute explicitly the change of the Donaldson

invariants, when the polarisation passes through a good wall vV = W€, we have first to determine

the ehern classes of the bundles Extq
1 ('I? ( I I?( 0 lId on T{, and then make explici t computat ions

( ~l "''J

in the cohomology ring of Hilbd(S U 5).

In the rest of this section we will again use the assumptions and notations from 6.4, and will

adress the first question, i.e. we express the ehern classes of the vector bundles Ext~ (Iz l1 Iz') 0 Y)

on T = Hilb" (5) x Hilbm (5), (where we have written F := F{) in terms of those of "standard

bundlesll
•

Definition 6.14. Using the projections p : S x T ~ 5 and q : 5 x T ~ T we associate to a vector

bundle U of rank r on 5 the vector bundles [Uh := q. (CJ Z'J 0 p. (U)) and [Uh := q. (CJ2 1 0 p. (U))

of ranks rn (resp. rm) on T.

For a Cohen-Macaulay seheme Z, we denote by Wz its dualizing sheaf.

Lemma 6.15.

Ext~(OZIlOZ:I 0 p·V) = q.(wz 1 0 wT1 002') 0 p" V)

and Ext~(021'OZ'J 0 p" V) =0 J01' i =I 2.
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Proof Let

(6.15.1)

be a loeally free resolution on S x T. \Ve apply 1l0m(·, OZ'J (9 p'" V) to obtain the eomplex

w hose eohomologies are the [xt i (()Z 1 , 0 Z'J ®p'" V). \Ve ean arrive at this eomplex differentlYl namely

by first du alizing and then tensorizing by (.1 z'J (9 p'" V. By dualizing and using that 2 1 is Cohen

Maeauley we obtain

o~ OSxT --t B~ -+ B; --r wZ L <:9 wr1 -+ O.

Tensorizing by OZ'J (9 p. V gives the sequenee

whieh is exact by the eorollaire on p. V.20 in [Se] because 2 1 aod 2 2 are Cohen-Macaulay and

intersect properly. Henee [xe (0 21 , CJ Z'J ® p. V) = W2 1 (9 Wr 1 (9 CJ2'J (9 p'" V and [xt i
(()2 1 , CJ 2'J ®

p. V) = 0 for i < 2. As 2 2 and 2 1 are flat of dimension 0 over T, the result follows by applying

q•. 0

Proposition 6.16. In the Grothendieck ring 0/ sheaves on T we haue the equality

Ext~(I211I2'J ® p·V) = [Vh + ([VV (Ks)h)V + (H 1(S, Os(-~)) $ H 1(S, OS(-~ + Ks))) (90T

-q. (wz 1 (9 wr 1
(9 02'J (9 p. V).

Proof Gase n=O: \Ve will use repeatedly that ~ defines a good wall, so in particular q. (p. V)

R2q.(p·V) = O. We apply HOITIq(OSxT,') to the sequence

to obtain

(6.16.1)

The surjectivity follows as 2 2 is flat of dimension 0 over T and the injectivity by q.p. V =O.

General case: \Ve apply HOITIq ( . I 'IZ'J (9 p. \f) to the sequence 0 --r 121 ---+ Os x T ---+ CJ Z I ---+ 0 to

get

(6.16.2) 0 --+ Ext~ (0S xT, 'Iz'J (9 p. V) --+ Ext~ (Izi I Iz'J (9 p. V) --+ Ext~ (02p Iz'J (9 p. V) --+ O.

The exactness on the left follows from the fact that q. (IZ'J <9 p. V) =0 and so Ext~ (0 Z 1 , I Z'J <9 p. V)

is torsion-free being a su bsheaf of the locally free sheaf R1q. ('I22 (9 p. V). Hs support is contained

in q(21 n 2 2 ) and thus it is the zero sheaf.

We apply Homq(02I") to 0 ---+ Iz'J (9 p. V -+ p. V -+ OZ'J (9 p·V ---+ 0 and use lemma 6.15

to obtain
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By duality EXt~(OZilP"V) = q.. (OZI <21 p"(VV(l\·S))V = [VV([(S)]j. Thus the result follows by

putting 6.16.1 to 6.16.3 together. 0

7. EXPLICIT COMPUTATIONS ON HILBERT SCHEMES OF POINTS

The aim of this section is to make theorem 6.13 more explicit. \Ve want to compute the contri

butions oE to the change of the Donaldson invariants for a dass ~ defining a good wall, in terms of

cohomology classes and interseetion numbers on S. \Ve do not succeed in determining oE completely.

It turns however out that oE can be developed in terms of powers of ~ and we will compute the six

lowest order terms (as predicted by the conjecture of Kotschick and Morgan half of them are zero).

Notation 7.1. In this section we fix a dass ~ E H2 (S, &::) which defines a good wall of type (Cl, C2)

and will therefore drop ~ in our notation. In particular we write d := d{, e := eE and T :=

Hilbd(S U S). As usuallet p and q be the projections of S x T to Sand T respectively. \Ve write

V := Os( -~) ED Os( -~ + I\sL Zl := zL Z2 := Z~ and Ol,r := 0U,r. vVe put r ;= q,,(wz 1 @ws~r <21

CJz'J <9 p·V).

\Ve see by theorem 6.13 that, in order to compute the change 0/, r, it is enough to compute

Ir s(Ext~(IzI1Iz:J 0 p*V)) . '"'( for all dasses '"'( E H"(T,Q) which are puH-backs from S(d) via the

natural map Hilbd(S U S) -t (S U S)(d) -t S(d). By proposition 6.16 we have

l s(Ext~(IzllIz, <21 p"V)) . "I = l s([VV (I\s )]r EB {Vh) . "I

+ l(C(f) -l)s([VV(Ks)li EB[Vh) '''1.

In the first part of this section we compute the first of these two integrals. As said in the beginning

of this section, we only want to compute the terms of lowest order of the change of the Donaldson

invariants. This corresponds to restricting Ollr attention to a big open subset of the Hilbert scheme

of points.

Notation 7.2. A point f7' E s(n) is a formal linear combination Li mjXj ofpoints on S with positive

integer coefficients and Li mj = n, The support suPP(f7') is the set of points Xj, For all i ~ niet

SJn) := {t1' E s(n) I #SUPP(f7') :::: n - i + 1}.

Furthermore, for any variety X with a canonical morphism / : X --+ s(n), we denote /-1 SJn) by

X j . For the universal family Zn (S) C S x Hilb" (S) we denote by Zn (S)i the preimage of Hilbn (S)i.

In order to compute the first integral we will use an inductive approach, which is based on results

of [El],[F-G] and which is similar to computations in [Gö2] on the Hilbert scheme of 3 points.

Definition 7.3. ([E1],[F-G]) Let s[n-l,n] --* S x Hilbn-1(S) be the blow-up along the universal

family Zn _dSL and let Pu the exceptional divisor. Contrary to ou r conventions in the previous

section for any veetor bundle E on S we will denote by E[n] the vector bundle q.. (Oz .. (S) 0p" E) on

Hilbn(S).
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Theorem 7.4. ([EI]) s[n-l,n] is smooth. There is a natural morphism s[n-l,n] --+ Hilbn(S), and

on sfn - 1,n] we have an exaet sequence

(7.4.1) 0--+ V(-Fn ) --+ V[n] --+ V[n -1] --+ 0,

where we have used convention 2.2.

It is easy to see that the incluced map s[n-l,n] --+ S x Hilbn(S) factors through Zn(S) C

S x Hilbn(SL and that the map ,)in- 1,n] --+ Zn(S) is an isomorphism over the open set Zn(Sh.

We denote by sin- 1,nI the preimage of Zn (S)i.

Lemma 7.5. Let N;: be the conormal sheaf of Zn(S) in S x Hilbn(S). Then we have an exact
,...,fn-l n]sequence on ..,~ ,

Here we have used the convention 2.2. In particular on S\n-l,n j we get

v v 1- Fn
s(Nn ) = s(Ts ) 1 _ 2F

n
.

Proof. It is easy to see that sin-1,n] --+ Hilbn(Sb is a branched n-fold cover, etale out of Fn and

with ramification of order 1 along Fn . So the result follows in the same way as in the proof of ([F-G] I

lemma 2.10). 0

Lemma 7.6. Let i be a positive integer and assume that cq, 0'2 E A· (Hilbn (5)) have the same

pul/-back to Hilbn {S)i. Then

J (tl·ß = J
Hilb"(S) Hilb"(S)

for all ß E H4n-4i-2(s(n), Q). The same result holds ij we replace Hilbn(5)i by S~n-l,n].

Proof. Let j : Hilbn(S) \ Hilbfl(S)i --+ Hilbn (5) be the indusion. We get 0'1 = (t:? + j.(I.-') for a

dass J.-' E A· (Hitbn (5) \ Hilbn (S) i ). As the eodimension of the eomplement of S;n) in 5(n) is 2i, the

result follows by the projection formula. 0

Notation 7.7. Für a11 I 2: 1 we denote by Lll the "small" di agonal {( x, ... ,x) I x E 5} and by [Lld

its eohomology dass.

\Ve define dasses tl-, t2-1 t3- E H* (5, Q) by

t 1- 1 + (2~ - I\s) + (3~2 - 3~I\s + I\~),

t2- 3 + (18~ - 13gs) + (63~2 - 91~f{s + 33[(~ + 582(5)),

t3- .- 27+(270~-237[{s).
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Here Si(S) := 8dTs) is the i th Segre dass of S. \Ve define t 1+, t 2+ 1 t3+ by replacing Ks by (-Ks)

in the definition of t 1- , t 2- , t3_ respectively and put ti := ti_ + ti+ l i.e.

tl 2+ 4~ + 6~
2 + 2K~ ,

t2 = 6 + 36~ + 126e + 66Kl + 1082(5),

t3 54 + 540€.

Lemma 7.8. Let, E H4n - 2k (s(n), Q) with k :5 5. Then

3

n J 8(V[n])-'=L J (-1)1-I[ßdpi tl_· s(V[n-l])",

Hilb"(S) 1:;1 S' xHilb"-1 (S)

where PI : Si ---+ 5 is the projection to the first factor.

Proof. Ey theorem 7.4 we have the identity s(V[n]) = s(V(-Fn))s(V[n - 1]) on sfn - 1,n] and fur

thermore

_'" (i + j +1). js(V(-Fn)) - L..J i 1 s1(V)Fn·
" ">0 +1,) _

So we get

(7.8.1)

(7.8.2)

n f s(V[n])·{ =
JHilbn(S)

+:L
i,j?' 0

J s(V)s(V[n - 1]) . ,

SxHilb,,-I(S)

J Fn C:~: 2) Bi(V)F~s(V[n - 1]) .,.
S("'-l, ... )

Ey using V = Os (-€) EB Os (-€ + f{ S ) l we see immediately that 8 (V) = t1-. We denote for aH i by

fi the composition

sfn-i,n-i+l) --+ S x Hilbn-i(S) --+ S X s(n-i) --+ S x s(n-i) --+ s(n),

w here the second map is induced by the diagonal map S --+ :gi and put we,i := ft (,). The integral

(7.8.2) ean be expressed as an integral over Fn. We push it forward to Zn-dS) C S X Hilbn- 1(5)

and puH back to 5[n-2,n-l). Note that h maps 5fn
-

2,n-l) to 5;~~. So we get, in view of lemma 7.5

and lemma 7.6,

(7.8.3) J '" (i + j + 3) v(7.8.2) = - "~i + 1 sdV)sj(Nn _ 1 )s(V[n - 1]) . ,2'
S[,,-';I, ,,-1) I,J >0

\Ve now again use the identity s(V[n - 1]) = s(V(-Fn _ 1 ))s(V[n - 2]) on sfn-2,n-lJ and obtain

(7.8.4) (7.83) = J .L: "C~~: 3) s;(V)Sj (V)s, (T,yjs(V[n - 2]) . '2
SxHilbn-:l(S) I+J+l::;~

(7.8.5) + J If:~: 3) Si(V)s(V[n - 2]) (sj(V(Fn-,))s,(N~_l) - Sj (V)s,(Tnl ·,2
5["'-';1, ,,-I] I,J ,I
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By explicit calculation and the definition of V l we get for the first integral

L (i ~ I ~ 3) sdV)sj(V)sl (T;)
i+j+I$2 +

= 3 + 9sI(V) - 4Ks + 13s2(V) + 6sdVf - 14sd\i)J\s +552(S)

Now we compute the integral (7.8.5). \Ve use the formula

s(NV ) = s(TV ) 1- Fn - 1

n-1 S 1 - 2Fn - 1

and the notation

2[/] = {I I < 0;
21 I ~ O.

to obtain

(7.8.5)

This can again be expressed as an integral aver Fn - 1 . \Ve push forward to Zn-2(S) C S x Hilbn- 2(S)

and then puB back to 51n - 3 ,n-2]. Note that 13 maps sin -
3
,n-2] to sf~~. Therefore using lemma 7.5

and lemma 7.6 to see that we can replace the push-forward of F~_l by the pull-back of sl_2(T~)

via the projection s[n-3,n-2] --+ S x Hilbn
-

3 (S). \Ve then push forward to S x Hilbn - 3 (S)

and notice that by theorem 7.4 and lemma 7.6 we can replace the push-forward of 5(V[n - 2])

by s(V)s(V[n - 3]). Putting all this together we obtain

J L (i + k1. + k2 + 3) (jl +. h + 1)2[k:J-1].(7.8.5) =
. . . 1 + 1 )1 + 1

5 X Hilb",-J (5) 1+J1 +J:J+kl +k:J +1~3

.sdV)Sh (\i)S/(V)Sk l (T~)sh+k]_2(T;)5(V[n -:3]) . /3.

\Ve obtain, again by direct ealculation,

(
i + k1 + k2 + :3) (it +h + 1) 2[k:J-1] '(V) . (TI) (V) (TV ). (TV)i + 1 Jt + 1 SI sJi I SI Ski S 5J :J+k]-2 S

= 27 + 135st{V) - 102K5 = 27 + 270~ - 2371,,"s.

This completes the proof. 0

Remark 7.9. Let / E H 4n - 2k (s(n) 1 Q) with k ~ 5. Then the same proof shows

3

n J s((VV(J\s)[n])V). / = L J (-1)/-1[~dp~tl+' s((Vv(l{s)(n _1])V) .,.

HiJb"'(S) 1:1 SI xHilb"-'(S)

We will now introduce a eompact notation for seme symmetrie cohomology c1asses on sn that

will also help us in organizing our combinatorical ealculations.
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Definition 7.10. \Ve denote by Sn the symmetrie group on n letters, whieh acts on sn by per

muting the factors. For 0 E H 2• (Sk, Q) and ß E H 2·(SI, Q) we define o*ß E H2. (Sk+l, Q)6 k +I by

putting

It is easy to see that * is a eommutative and associative operation. \Ve will denote

*k. .......*
Q .= ~ er*..;" *0>

k

Remark 7.11. The following elementary properties of * will be very important for our further

eompu tations:

(1) For Q E H 2• (5k
, Q), ß E H 2• (51, Q) and W E H·(Sk+1 ,Q)6k+I it follows immediately from

the symmetry of w that

Here w = L(WI,WJ) Wl . W2 is the Künneth decomposition. Analogous results hold if more

then two faetors are multiplied via *.

(2) Let 1 denote the neutral element of the ring H· (5, Q). Then 1*k is the neutral element of

H·(Sk,Q).

(3) It is also easy to see from the definitions that * fulfills the distributive law a*(ßl + ß2) =
a*ßl + o:*ßl' In fact + and * make EBn~oH 2• (sn, Q)l3.. a eommutative ring.

(4) In partieular the binomial formula holds:

Notation 7.12. For a dass 0' E H· (S,~) and a postive integer i we denote by (0').: := [6.dpia E

H"'(Si,Q)6 i , where [.Q.d is the (smalI) diagonal {(x, ... ,x) I xE S} in EJi. In partieular (olt = a.

We will in the future write (0' )dßl; instead of (a)i *(ß)i and (Q')t instead of (Q ):m. Furthermore

we write a*mß*I and a*m (ß)i instead of cr*m *ß*l aod a*m*(ß)i.

Proposition 7.13. Let I E H 4d - 2k S(d), Q) with k :::; 5 and W E H 4d- 2k (Sd, Q) its pul/-back to Sd.

Then

d! J s([VV (I\S )]Y EI? [Vh) . r
Hilbd(SUS)

= J(I~d - (~(I,),I:<d-') + 2G) (13),1:ld-3) + 3 (~) (1,);t: 1d- 4
)) . w.

Sd
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Proof. Let n, m be nonnegative integers with n + m = d. Let ,I .,2 E H- (8(n)) x s(m) 1 tQ) \ 0 be a

l(ünneth component of the puB-back of f via s(n) x s(m) ---t S(d). Let Wl' Wz E H 4n-21 (sn l Q)a" x

H 4n - 2r (sm, Q)6", be t he pull-back Of'l ',2. Then 0 :5 I, 7' :5 5. By an easy induction using lemma

7.8, remark 7.9 and remark 7.11 and ignoring aB terms of codimension ~ 6 we get

n! J s((VV(Ks)[nJt) ',I 1. Pn ' '"1
Hilb"(S)

m! J s(V[m]) ',2
Hilbm(S)

where

n n-2 n

Pn = ti+ - LU - 1)(t2+ht~~n-2) + L L (i - IH} - 1)(t2+)~t~~n-4)
j:;;2 ;:;;2 j:;;i+2

n

+ L(i - l)(i - 2)(t3+)at;~n-3).

i=3

and Qm is defined analogously to Pn replacing n, t1+, t2+ and t3+ by m, t 1- l t 2- and t3- respectively.

Applying again remark 7.11 we obtain

n! m! J s ((V v(l{S )[n])V) S ( V [m]) . ,= J(Pn*Qm) . W,

HiJb"(S)xHilbm(S) Sd

and thus

FinaBy we have

L (~)Pn'Qm
n+m:;;d

= ~ (d) (t*nt*m _ (n) (t ) t*(n-2)*t*m _ (m) (t _) t-n t*(m-2)
~ n 1+ 1- 2 2+ 2 1+ 1- 2 2 2 1+ 1-

n+m:;;d

+3(n) (t )2 t *(n-4)t*m + (n.) (m) (t? ) (t,,_) t*(n-2)t*(m-2) + 3(m) (t _ )2t*nt*(m-4)4 2+ 2 1+ 1- 2 2 .+ 2 - 2 1+ 1- 4 2 2 1+ 1-

+2(n) (t ) t*(n-3)t*m + 2(m) (t _) t*n t*(m-3))3 3+ 3 1+ 1- 3 3 3 1+ 1-

t*d _ (d) (t )?t*(d-2) + 3 (d) (/?)2 t*(d-4) + 2 (d) (I ) t*(d-3).
1 2 2.1 4 -21 3 331

o

Now we want to compute the secend integral

for r E H4d- 2k (S(d), Q) with k ~ 5, The conventions ef 2.2 stay in effeet.
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Definition 7.14. Let n, m be nonnegative integers with n + m = d. \Ve consider the following

diagram

s X sn X sm
Here, as above, q and ij are the projections, 9 : Hilbn(S) x Hilbm(S) --+ s(n) X s(m) is the product of

the Hilbert-Chow morphisms and 'PI : sn x sm --+ s(n) X s(m) is the product of the quotient maps,

and a11 the other varieties and maps are defined via puH-back. For i = 1,2 we put Zi := .:p-l (Zd

and ZI,2 := ZI n Z2, (i.e. the scheme-theoretic intersection).

Notation 7.15. \Ve denote by

(g(n) X S(m) ). :={( 0"+ , U _) E S(n) X S(m) I

#supp(O"+) 2: n - 1, #suPP(O"_) 2: m - I, #supp(u+ + 0"_) 2: d - 2}.

Furthermore for a11 X with a natural morphism I :X --+ sen) X stm) we denote X. := I-I (stn) x

s(m)) •. \Ve put

rn,m := 'P. (fl(Hilb"(S)xHilb"'(S)).)

(see 7·.1 for the definition of f). For 1 :::; i :::; n (resp. 1 :::; j :::; m) we denote by Pi+ (resp. Pj _) the

projection from sn x sm onto the i th factor of sn (resp. the yh factor of sm).

For f = +, -, TJ =+, - we put

ßÜ,i {(x,X{, ... x~,xI, ...x~)ESxS" xS"' lx=xi}

~~J {(xi, ... x~, Xl' ... x~) E sn x sm Ixi = xJ}
~~;i,j .- {(x,X{, ... x~,xI,· .. x~) ES x sn x sm Ix=xi =xJ}

\Ve will also denote by D. ~j- I ~ci, ~j' ~o ,i the pull-backs 9- 1(D.tj- ), (ids X g) - 1(ü..t,~jL (ids x

jn- 1(D.o,d. \Ve denote Di,j := JJ-l(üff) and Ei,j := g-l(ß;j-)' Di,j and Ei,j are divisors (see

below), we denote Fi := Lj<i Di,j and Gi := Lj<i Ei,j.

Remark 7.16. The following easy facts will be used throughout the computation.

(1) It is weil known that (Hilbn(S) x Hilbm(S)). is obtained from (sn x sm). by blowing up all

the ~77 and D.:-7'" and taking the quotient by the action of the prod uct of the sy mmetric
I,) I,)

groups 6 n x Sm. It follows that in fact (sn x sm). is j ust the blow 11 p of (sn X sm). along

the (disjoint) smooth subvarieties (D.tf). and (D.~j-). and the (Di,j). and (Ei,j). are the

exceptional divisors.
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n m

(Zt,:d. = UU(~t,~).·
i=l j=l

(\Ve mean here the scheme theoretic union l i.e. the scheme defined by the intersection of

the ideals).

(3) For i i= j we have (scheme-theoretically)

(~t,i). n ut,j = (Llt,d* n Di,j,

(LlÖ,i). n Lla,j = (LlÖ,i)* n Ei,j.

Lemma 7.17. (1) Let X be a smooth variety, and let Y and Z be Cohen-J.\lacauley subschemes

of X such that the ideal LZ/(yUZ) of Z in Y U Z is Oy (- D) for a divisor D on Y. Then

in the Grothendieck ring 01 X we haue

OYUZ Oy(-D)+Oz and

wi10wyuz = wi 1 0 wy(D)+wx1 ®wz.

(2) Let f : X --t Y be a morphism between smooth uarieties. Let Z C Y be a Cohen-Macauley

subscheme 01 codimension 2 and assume ~V:= 1-1 (Z) has pure codimension 2 in X. Then

1* ( - 1 ) - 1 10\Wy 0wz =Wx I(YWw·

(3) Let X be a smooth variety and Y and Z Cohen-MacauLey subschemes 01 codimension 2

interseciing properly. Then in the Grothendieck ring 01 X we haue

Proof. (1) The first identi ty follows from the standard exact sequence

0--+ Oy(-D) --+ O}'uZ -+ Oz --+ O.

Now we d ualize (*) and use that for a two codimensional Cohen-Macauley su bscheme ~V C X we

have

to obtain the sequence

and thus the second identity.

(2) \Ve take a locally free resolution

°---+ B ---+ A ---+ O}, --+ Oz --+ 0.

Pulling it back we obtain the sequence

.0 --+ f· B --t f* A --+ Ox --+ Ow --+ 0,
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which stays exact by the Hilbert-Birch theorem (see e.g. [P-S] lemma 3.1). Dualizing we obtain the

exact sequence

\Ve can also arrive at this sequence differently, by first dualizing and then pulling back. This way

we obtain the sequence

and (2) follows.

(3) By the corollaire on p. 20 in [Se] we have TordOYl Oz) = 0 for i > 01 and (3) folIows. 0

Lemma 7.18. In the Grothendieck ring 0/ (sn X Sm). we have the equality

n m

y' (rn,m) = L L (0~t; (Fi - Gj - P:+~) +°o.t7 (Fj - Gj - P:+(~ + Ks))).
i;;;;1j;;;;1

Proof. Using remark 7.16(2) and remark 7.16(3) and applying lemma 7.17(1) inductively we obtain

in the Grothendieck ring of 5 x (Sn x Sm). the equalities

(7.18.1)

(7.18.2) 0-
Z1

n

= """ O~+(-F.:)L.J 0.1
j;;;;1

m

n

= LW;~s"xS...W~t,i(Fd
i;;;;1

n

= '""O~+(-p:+I""s+Fil,L.J 0.1
i;;;;1

where in the third and the last line we have used lemma 7.17(2). Now using lemma 7.17(3) and

tenzorizing by p. V we obtain in the Grothendieck ring of 5 x (Sn X sm). the equali ty

n m

(ids X l;?r (wr 1
®WZ 1 0 0 z1 0p· \I) = L L (0 ~6,i.j (Fi -Gj -pi+~)+LJ~t.i,j (Fi-G j -pi+(e+Ks)).

j;;;;1 j;;;;1

The morphism 'P : (Sn x sm). --t Hilbn (5) X Hilbm(S) is Rat. Therefore we get by ([Ha] prop.III.9.3)

1p.q. (wr 1 (9 wZ t (9 OZ1 0 p. V)

= q.(ids x <pr(wr 1 0wz t (9 OZ1 0p·V)
n m

= ","" q.((O ~+-:- _(Fi - Gj - P:+~) + LJ~+~. (Fi - Gj - pi+(~ + K s ))L L 0,1,) 0,1,)

i;;;;1 j;;;;1

n m

=L :2:)0~+:- (Fi - Gj - pi+e) + 0 ~+~ (Fi - Gj - pi+(e + Ks)L
'.1 I,)

j;;;;l j;;;;l
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in the Grothendieck ring of (Sn x sm) •. The last identity follows from the fact that the projection
-I A +- .\. +- . . h' 0q 6+

0
':'", : LJ.O,i,j ----t Ui,j 15 an 150morp 15m.
.' ,]

Lemma 7.10. Let X be a smooth variety and let i : Y ---r X be the closed embedding 0/ a smooth

subvariety 0/ codimension 2 with conormal bundle N V . Let D be a divisor on Y. Then

Proof. This is a straightforward application of Riemann-Roch without denominators [Jo]. D

Lemma 7.20. Let 1 :s; k ::; 5. Then cdrn,ml(sI>xsn\)) is the part of degree k 0/

- 2:)D.tT} (2 + 4P:+€ +4(Gj - Fd +p:+(6€2 + 3s2(5) - J(~) + l2pi+~(Gj - Fd
(i,j)

+6(Fl + C]) + pi+(24€2 + 12s2(5) - 4K~)(Gj - Fd + 24Pi+€(C] + Fl) +8(G; - Fl)) (7.20.1)

+ L [~tTH~~Jl](4 +8pi+€ +8pit +€)
(i,j);J!(i loh)

Here (i,j) and (il,id run through {l"" I n} x {l"" ,m}.

Proof. We compute on (Sn x sm)•. We notice that [.Öfj-J is just the pu lI-back of the corresponding

dass in sn x sm via ii and the conormal bundle of 6fj- is just the puB-back of the conormal

bundle, i.e. pi+(T~). Furthermore we note that on (Sn x Sm). we have [~tj-] . Fi . Gj = O.

Therefore we obtain by lemma 7.19 after some calculation that for 1 ~ k :S 5 the ehern class

Ck(O .l1+':'" (-pi+€ + Fi - Gj)) i5 the part of degree k of
',l

-[.6.tTJ (1 + pi+(2€ - Ks) + 2(Gj - Fi ) + pi+(3€2 - 3€Ks + s2(5))

+pi+(6€ - 3Ks )(Gj - Fd + 3(Gj + Fl)

+pi+(12€2 - 12Ks€ +4s2 (S))(Gj - Fd + pi+(12€ - 6[(s )(G] + Fl) +4(Gj - F?)).

Analogously we obtain t hat cd0 .l1 +':'" (-pi+(~ + I{s) + Pi - Gj )) is tohe part of degree k of
I,]

1- [~tj-] (1 + pi+(2{ + Ks) + 2(Gj - Fi) + p:+(3~2 + ~J(s + s2(5))

+pi+(6€ + 3Ks )(Gj - Fd + 3(G; + Ft)

+pi+(12€2 + 12Ks€ +4s2(S))(Gj - Pd + pi+(12~ +6Ils HG] + pt) +4{GJ - F?)).

We notice that [Li ~:- F= [D.~:- ]pi+ (C2 (5) ). Thus, by multiplying ou t, we get that Ck (CJ 6 +':'" ( - pi+~ -
I,) .1,) I,J
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Fi + Gj) EB 0 A+-:- (-pi+(E + 1\5) - Fi + Gj)) is the part of degree k of
.,)

1- [ßti-] (2 + 4pi+'; + 4(Gj - Fd

+pi+(6.;2 + 38:dS) - 1\~) + 12pi+E(Gj - Fd + 6(GJ + Fl)

+pi+(24E 2 + 1282(S) - 41\~)(Gj - Fd + 24Pi+E(G] + Fl) + 8(GJ - Fi
3
)).

Now we take the product over all i,j. \Ve use that on (sn x Sm). we have [ß-:r-. J . [ß-:r-. ]. Fi =
'1,}1 1::1,)::1

[~~Jl] . [~~J::I] . Gi =0 unless {i 11 jd ={i2, h}, and obtain the result. D

Remark 7.21. (1) In the G rothendieck ring of (Sn x sm). we have

m

cp·([VhIHilbn(S)xHilb'"(S)) = LPj- V(-Gj),
j:::l

n

cp·([VV (1\s)t ]Hilb"(S)xHilb"'(5)) = LPi+(V( -J(s ))(Fd.
i=l

(2) Therefore, for l :::; 3, sz{ cp. ([Vh JHilb" (5) x Hilb'" (S) )) is the part of degree I of

mrr pj_t 1 _ + L (+ 2Ei,jl + P;- (10'; - 5Ks )Ej,h + 3EJ,h)
j=l l<j<jl<m

+p;_(30~2 - 30';/\5 + 9l\~~)Ej,h + p;_(I~ - 9/\s)EJ,h + 4Ej,h) II P;::I_t1-,
hiUJd

(7.21.1)

and 51(<p. ([VV (J{S )]) v IHilb" (S) x Hilb"' (S)) is the part of degree I of

n

IIpi+ tl+ + L (- 2Di ,i l - pi+(10€ + 5J{s )Di,i l + 3D;,i l

i=1 1<i<i l <n

-pi+(30€2 + 30EJ{s + 9[{-~)Di,il +pi+(l~ + 9J{s)Dr,i l - 4Dr,il) II Pi:J+l1+'
i::li{i,i I}

(7.21.2)

Proof. (1) follows from the formulas 7.18.1, 7.18.2 by tensorizing with p. V (resp. p" (VV (KS ) )) and

pushing down via ij•. (2) is just a straightforward computation using that Ei,j . Ek,l = Di,i . Dk,l = 0

for {i,j} #- {k,l}. D

Remark 7.22. Let k::; 5 and (E H 4d - 2k (S" x Sm,Q) and assume that 0'1,02 E A·(Sn x sm)

have the same pull-back to (sn x sm) •. Then, for all i ::; n, j ::; m, we get analogously to lemma

7.6

J ~tj-·(QI-02)·'Y=O.
SnxS'"
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Proposition 7.23. Let, E H4d- 2k (S(d), Q) with k $ 5, and let w E H 4d- 2k (Sd, QI) be the pull-back

of'"'f to 5 d . Then

dl J (c(r) - l)s({VV (I\S )]ns([Vh) .,

Hilbd(SuS)

= fsd (- d(d - 1)(2 + 12€ + 42€2 + 3s2(S) + f(~ ht~(d-2)

+d(d - 1)(d - 2)(30 + 260€)3t~(d-3)

+2d(d - l)(d - 2)(d - 3)(2 + 12€)~t~(d-4)) . W,

and.. with

Rd tfd - d(d - 1)(5 + 30€ + 105€2 + 8s2(5) + 34f(~ht~(d-2)

+d(d - l)(d - 2)(48 + 440€lat;(d-3)

d(d - l)(d - 2)(d - 3) (5 30)2 *(d-4)
+ 2 + € 2t l ,

we get

d! J c(r)s([VV (f(s)]~)s([Vh) . / = JRd· w.

Hilbd(SuS) Sd

Proof We fix n and m with n+m :;;:; d aod start by eomputing on (Sn x sm). Using remark 7.22 we

ean restriet our attention to (Sn x sm) •. \Ne multiply out the formulas (7.21.1L(7.21.2) and (7.20.1)

aod push down to S" x sm. \Ve shall use the following facts: On (sn x sm) .. any of Di and Ej, gives

zero when multiplieci by [ßt):-][L1t-)· ]. Furthermore g.. (Di)') = §. Ei)' = 0, §. (Dl i ) = -[o.,T,~L
I 1,1 'I II ,1

g.(Ej ,Jt)2 = -[o.~;:L g.. (D~iJ = [ßti~]P:+(I<s), g.(E],jJ = [o.~;:]]p;_(Ks).

Below we eollect the result of the push-down in ten terms aeeording to the faetors that they eontain

before the push-down. All the summands eontain at least one diagonal factor [L~fj-] and at most two

diagonal factors [o.;}:-L [0.;-). ]. The first seven terms eome from summands eontaining precisely
, I, I

one factor [o.tj-]. So to deflne these summandss we ean fix i and j. The first term eorresponds to

summands not eontaining any exeeptional divisor Di,i l or EiJ1 . The seeond to seventh summands

eorrespond in that order to the push-downs of the terms eontaining only powers of Di,h with i 1 < i,

Ej,jl with jl < i, Di,i l with i1 > i, Ej,h with iI > j, Dil,i'J with i rf. {i 1 , i 2 } and EJt,h with

i rt {illh}· Notiee that on (Sn x Sm). the dass [o.t;lDi1,i'JEhJ] is zero for aB i 1 ,i2 ,iI,h aod

[ßtj-]Dil,i'JDi3,i4 = [ßtTlEh,hEh,i4 =0 unless {i 11 i2} = {i3, i4} (resp. {h, h} = {iJ, j4})' The

last three summands eorrespond to terms eontain ing two diagonal factors [ßt)~][ßt-)· ]. In that order
. 1,1

they eorrespond to the possibilties that j =h, that i = i 1 and finally that i 1= i 1 and j '# il. After a

long but elementary eomputation we get that, if k $ 5, g.. ()O. (cd r n,m) - 1)s([VV (I{s)[n]V) s( V[m]))
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is the part of degree k of

L (- [Lltj]pi+(2 + 12~ + 42e + 38 2(5) + K~) TI pil+(tl+) TI P;I-(tl-)
(i,j) i l # htj

+ L[~tj-][nti~]pi+(20 + 160~ + 90Ks) TI pi~+tl+ TI PJI_ t1 -
i,<i i~E'{i,id h#-j

+ L [~tj][Llj,j~Jpi+(20 + IGO~ - 90Ks) TI Pi'1+t 1+ TI pj~_tl_
h<j i,ti hi'{j,jd

+ L [~tj][~t~]P:+ (6 + 60€ + 201\·s) TI PiJ+tl+ II V;,- t1 _

i 1 >i iJE'{i,id i!tj

+ L [~tj-][~j,;:]pj- (6 + 60€ - 20Ks) II vi,+t 1+ TI Pj~_tl_
il>j hti hE'{j,jd

+ t;i'''~<i' ([öfi][ßt~,lP:+(2 + 12~)p:.+(3 + lB{ + 13Ks )

TI Pi:~+tl+ TI PJI_ i1 -) + L L ([.6.ti-][~;:J~]P;- (2 + 12€)
i3e'{i,i"i~} h#-j htj h;tj,h<j,

-PJ,-(3 + 18€ - 131\·s) II pi',+i 1+ rr P;3- t1 -)
i1ti hi{j,h,h}

+ L[~tj-][Ll~J]p:+(4 + 40~ + 4Ks) II p:~+tl+ rr PJI- t1 -
i 1 <i i~E'{i,id hti

+ L[.6.tj-][ßtj~]p;_(4 + 40€ - 4](s) II pi,+t 1+ II p;~_tl-
it<j ilti hi'U,id

+ L L [~tj-](ßtJJp:+(2 + 120pi',+(2 + 12';) TI pi~+tl+ II P;J_ i1 -) '
i1<ih#-j i~e'{i,id hi'{j,id

Now we want to translate this result into the notation 7.12. Using remark 7.11 and notation 7.12

we see that for w E H4d-2k(Sd,Q)8d and a E H-(S,Q) we have

j ["+-] - II" t II" t - j ()t*(n-l)t*(m-l) .Ui,j Vi+ a Pi 1 + 1+ Pi!- 1- . w - a 2 1+ 1- w.
Sd i, #-i h;ti Sa

Now assurne j #- it. Then

We also see that [~f:-][.6.f:-] = [.6.f :-][.6.~~l and [nf:-][.6.f-.] = [~f:-][Llf7-]. If i#- i1 and j i= j1
I,) 1,)1 I,) ),)1 I,) 11,) I,) 1,11

we get similarly
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We can translate our result into this notation and simplify it by collecting the terms number 2,4,8

and the terms 3,5,9 respectively. So we get for w E H4d- 2k (sd 1 Q)6d with k :5 5:

r ii.(lp·((c(r) -l)s([VV(Ks)[n]V)s(V[m]))). w
JSd

= 1, (-nm(2 + l~ + 4~' + 38,(5)+ f\'~),t;~n-l)t;~m-l)

+G) m(30 + 260~ + 114KslJt;~n-')t;~m-l)

+(;) n(30 + 260~ - 114KslJt;~n-l)t;~m-')

+2 (n) (m) (2 + 12~)2t*(n-2)t*(m-2)
2 2 2 1+ 1-

+mn(n ~ 1) (2 + 12~),(3 + 18~ + 13Ks),t;~n-3)t;~m-l)

+nm (m ; 1) (2 + 12~),(3 + 18~ _ 13Ks ),t;~m_3)t;~n-l)) . w

Now we sum over all m, n and keep in mind that the map 'P : (Sn x Sm). --+ Hilbn(S) x Hilbm(S)

has degree m!n!. So we obtain

d! r (c{r) - l)s([VV (Ks )]ns([Vh) . {
JHi1bd(SUS)

= I: (~)Lg. ('P. ((c(r) - 1)8([Vv (Ks)[nt)5(V[m]))) w
n+m~d S

= L 1d (- d(d - 1) (~=~) (2 + 12~ +42e + 35,(5) + K~),t;~n-l)t~~m-l)
n+m~d S

+d(d - l)(d - 2) (~=D(30 + 260~lJt;~n-')t;~m-l)

+2d(d - l)(d - 2)(d - 3) (~ =~) (2+ 120it;~n_')t;~m-,)) . w

= 1d (-d(d - 1)(2 + 12~ + 4~2 + 3s2 (S) + [(~bt7(d-2)

+d(d - l)(d - 2)(30 + 260~bt~(d-3)

+2d(d - l)(d - 2)(d - 3)(2 + 12~)~t~(d-4)) . W.

This shows the first formula. The second follows by combining this formula with proposition 7.13. 0

Now we have described the intersection numbers fT s(Ext~(Izl' I ZJ <9 p. V) . {, and are in a

position to finish our computation of the leadillg terms of the change of the Donaldson invariants

Ol,r(a). We first want to compute a formula for the change of oN,o(a) and then compute how one

has to modify this form ula to get Jj , r (a). The reason that the computation of JN,O (a) is easier, is

the following fact:
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Remark 7.24. Let l,j,k be positive integers, 0' E H 2 (S,Q), ß E H 2i (S,Q) and "I E H'"(Sk,Q)6J<.

Then we get

Proof. For the diagonal tlj C Si and a dass 0' E H 2(S,Q)' we have (piO' + ... + P;O') . [ßj] =

jpi (O')[tlj ]. By remark 7.11 the left hand side of (7.24.1) is equal to

So the result follows. 0

Notation 7.25. \Ve denote by qS the quadratic form on H 2(S,71) and, for "I E H 2(S,Q), we let

L""{ be the linear form on H 2 (S, Q) given by 0' ~ ("I, n). For a dass ß E Hi(S, Q) we denote

ß := pi /3 + ... + pdß E H4 - i (Sd ,Q), where as above, /3 is the Poincare clual of ß. Note that by

lemma 6.7 and definition 6.12 'P'" (ßIHilb"(S)XHilb"'(S)) is the pullback of jj. Let N = 4C2 - cI - 3

again be the expected dimension of MH (Cl, C2)'

Lemma 7.26. Por all x,y ~ 0 and all Q E H2 (S,Q) we have

1 ,*:rpt*Y 1*(d-:r-y) . -2d-:r-2y _ (2d - x - 2y)! (a)d-x-I/(' O')x
.. Q - 2d - x -y QS ~,.

Sd

Proof. Ey remark 7.11 we have

1,*:r t*Y l*(d-x-y) - N-m 1'"' '"'" t '" t ( "w + +" .)N-m.. p '0' = Pl'" ·····Px .. 'P:r+IP ·····Px+yP . PIQ ... Pd(l ,
Sd Sd

Theorem 7.27. In the polynomial ring on H" (5, Q) we have

2 NI
15 - ( l)e( "" . Q (N d y2)LN-2d+2k d-k modulo LN- 2d+6

(,N,O= - L..J(N-2d+2k)!(d-k)! k , ,\.s {/2 Qs ~,
k=O

where, by ~onvention ~! =0 for m < 0 and

Qo(N, d, f{~) =
Qt{N, d, f{~)

Q2(N, d, K1) =
2N + 2J{~ - 2d + 8

2N 2 - 4dN + 4N !{1 + 21N + 2d2
- 4dJ{~ - 18d + 2(f{~)2 + 18K~ + 49.

Proof. Let R d E H" (Sd, tQ)6d be the dass from proposition 7.23 with

d! J c(r)s([VvU....s)]i)s([Vh)· "I =JRd · W.

Hilbd(SUS) Sd
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By remark 7.24 there is a dass U~ whieh is a linear eombination of cl asses of the form €h pt *11 1*(d- r - y)

with fSd Rd . ab = fSd U~ . ab for a11 a E H2(S, Q). \Ve write U~ := Lr,y;::o Ur,y€*rpt*Yl *(d-r-y)

and Ud := Lr+y:::;2 Ux,y€*xpt*Yl *(d-r-y) 8y definition 6.12 and theorem 6.13 we see that

2d

O{,N,o(a) =LAi' (€, a)1{U~hQ2d-i,
i:;;O Sd

where { }i denotes the part of degree i, and the Ai are suitable rational numbers. Thus O{,N,O

modulo L{-2d+6 is al ready determined by Ud. As 5 is a surfaee with Pg(S) =q(5) = 0, we have

12 = 12X(Os) = f{~ +C2(S) and thus we ean replaee 82(5) by 2J{~ - 12. So, using proposition 7.23,

we obtain after a short calculation that

Ud = 2d1*d + 2d+1d . 1*(d-l) *€ +2d+1d(d - 1) 1*(d-2)€*2

+2dd(~2+ [(~ - 5d + 5)1*(d-l)*pt

+2dd(d - l)(6e + 2[(~ - IOd + 5) 1*(d-2) *~*pt

+2d- 2d(d - 1)(18(.;2)2 + 12€2K~ + 2(I(~)2 - 60de - 20d[(~ + 50d2

+15€2 - 10J(~ - 34d - 36)pt*21 *(d-2),

where we view €2 and K§ as integers and not as eohomology classes.

Now we apply definition 6.12 and lemma 7.26. Then, after same eomputation, we get the result

with Qo(N, d, J(~), Qt{N, d, K~), Q2(N, d, [(~) replaeed by

Po(N, d, [{~, e)
PI (N, d, K1, e)
P2 (N, d, K~, e2

)

= 1

8N - 26d +6e + 2[(~ + 26

18(€2)2 + 12(e)(J(1) +2([(1)2 + 48N€2 - 156de

-52dK1 + 338d2 + 16f{~N + 32N 2
- 208dN + 207.;2

+54J(~ + 264N - 882d + 508.

\Ve notiee that by definition d = (4C2 - cI + e)/4 and N = 4C2 - CI - 3 and thus ~2 = 4d - N - 3.

Substituting this into the Pj(N, d, J(~,e2) we obtain the result. 0

\Ve see that the result is eompatible with the eonjecture of Kotschiek and Morgan. In fact it

suggests a slightly sharper statement.

Conjecture 7.28. In the polynomial ring on H 2 (5, Q) we have

d NIo - (_l)e( '"""' . Q (V d K2)LN-2d+2k d-k
{,N,O - L- (N _ 2d + 2k)!(d _ k)! k 1 , , S {/2 qs,

k:;;Q

where Qk(N, d, f{~) is a polynomial 0/ degree k in N, d, f{~, which is independent 0/ 5 and e.
Now we want to eompute Ol,r in general. \Ve shall see that there is reasonably simple relationship

between the formula for ON,O and that for Ol,r (with I + 2r =N), whieh is however obseured by the

existence of a eorrection term eoming from the fail ure of remark 7.24 for classes of the form (XX - 2ft

(instead of ak
).
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Lemma 7.29. (1) Far all x, Y 2:: 0, all c ~ rand all Q E H 2(S, Q) we have with m := 2d - 2c-

x - 2y:

1 ,,*z t* 1I 1*(d-x-y) -tC-m (d - x - v)! m! ()d-x-y-c(,,)Z... p . P Q = qS Q ... , QSd. (d - x - y - cl! 2d - x -y-c

(2)

[ (lh 1*(d-2) . pt ä 2d- 4 = 4d - 6 [ ph 1ted-I) . pt ä 2d- 4

Jsd. d - 1 Jsd.
Proof. (1) By remark 7.11 we have

[ ~*xpt*Y. ptö: m = [ pi~ ...p;{ . P;+IPt ... p;+ypl. (piCi + ... + Pdci)m . (pipt + ... + Pdpt)C
Jsd. JSd

and it is elementary to show that this is just

(d - x - v)! m! ()d-x-y-c(€)X
(d - x - y - cl! 2d-x-lI-c qS Q ,Q .

(2) By remark 7.11 and remark 7.24 we have

{ (1h 1*(d-2) . pt ö: 2d - 4

Jsd.

= [ [60 1,2]' (piCi + ... + Pdä )2d-4 . (pipi + ... + Pdpt)
Jsd.

= 2 [ (pi ci + ... + Pd_2 a )2d-4 + (d - 2) [ [~I,2] . (pia + ... + Pdci)2d-4
Jsd.-] JSd.-1

=(4d - 6) [ ö: 2d- 4

Jsd.-'J
=(4d - 6) [ pt * 1*(d-2)52d- 4

JSd-1
=4d - 6 [ phI*(d-l) . pt 52d-4

d - 1 Jsd.
o

Theorem 7.30. Let L, r be nonnegative integers with I + 2r = N. Then in the polynomiaL ring on

H*(S,!Q) we get

_ ~ (_1)r-c+e( (r) ~ . I! ,2 2 1-2d+2k d-k

OE,l,r =~ 2-3c+2r C f-:'c (1- 2d+2k)!(d_k)!Qk-c,c(l,d,lis,~)L02 qs

modulo ~N-2d+6, where

Qm,c(l,d,f{~,{2) = Pm(l,d,J('i,~2)+21mc f01'm+c:S;2

Here the Pi(N, d, J(~, ~2) are the polynomials from the prooj of theorem 7.27.

Proof Für i:S; rand a dass f E H·(Sd,tQ)6 d we denote by ~VI,r,c(;) the map that associates to

Q E H2 (S,lQ) tbe number

t<_l)'-c+c'2b+2c-N G) G) (~, a}'-b L. -y •abjjtC

0::;;0
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Let Rd, Ud E H-(Sd,Q)6 d be the c1asses from the proofof 7.27. By thm 6.13 and proposition 7.23

we get
r

eS/,r == L {<VI,r,c(Rd ).

c=o

By lemma 7.24 we see that ~Vl,r,o(Rd) == Wl,r,O(Ud) modulo L{V-2d+6. Furthermore we get modulo

L N - 2d+6
{

W/,r,dRd) - 0 for k > 2

VVI,r,2(Rd ) - Wi (2 d1*d)l,r,2

~Vj,r,dRd) - W1,r,1 (Rd),

where Rd = tid - 5· 2d- 2d(d - l)(lhl*(d-2). By lemma 7.29(2) {<VI,r,dRd) == WI,r,dUd) where

Ud = trd - 5 . 2d- 2d(4d - 6)pt* 1*(d-l).

Now the result follows by applying lemma 7.29(1) and some computation. 0

Remark 7.31. Using €2 = 4d - 2r - 1- 3 we get equivalently

Qo,o(l, d, K;, €2)

Ql,o(/, d, J(~,€2)

Q2,0(l, d, I{~, e)

= QO,1 (l, d, f{~, e2) = QO,2(l, d, K;, e2) = 1

= 21 - 2d - 12r + 2I<1 + S

= 72r 2
- 24rl + 24dr - 24J{~r + 21 2

- 4dl + 4J{~1

+2d2
- 4dI\~ + 2(Kl)2 - 19Sr + 211 - lSd + lSK~ + 49

= 21- 2d - 12r + 2K~ + 29.

Remark 7.32. \Ve see that our results contain as a special case the formulas for the change for

d :$ 2. In the case that d = 3 we notice that the spaces X. and Y_ (for X and Y schemes with

a natural morphism to S(d) and s(n) x s(m) respectively) just coincide with X respectively Y.

Therefore our computations are valid on the whole of Hilbd(S U S) and our methods will also give

complete formulas for the change of the Donaldson invariants in case d = 3. \Ve however do not

carry out the elementary but lang computations here.
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